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LIST OF CARS WITH DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS FOR FITTING CAR
RADIOS, AERIALS AND LOUDSPEAKERS AND FULL
INTERFERENCE SUPPR~ION DATA.
CAR
ALFA ROMEO GUILIEITA 1956
ASTON MARTIN DB4 SALOON
AUSTIN SEVEN SALOON
AUSTIN SPECIAL DE LUXE (850)
AUSTIN SEVEN COUNTRYMAN
AUSTI:N SEVEIN VAN
AUSTIN SEVEN PICK-UP (850)
AUSTIN COOPER
AUSTIN COOPER S.
AUSTIN A.35
AUSTIN A.40 Mk. II SALOON
AUSTIN A.40 Mk. II COUNTRYMAN
AUSTIN A.55 SERIES II
AUSHN A.60 SALOON
AUSTIN A.60 COUNTRYMAN
AUSTIN A.99
AUSTIN A.llO
AUSTIN 1100
AUSTIN WESTMINSTER
AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE
AUSHN HEALEY SPRITE Mk. lll
AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 BN.7 & BT.7
AUSTIN H~LEY 3000 Mk. III BJ .8
B.M.W. "ISETTA"
BORGWARD ISABBLLA
CITROEN DS.19 BRITISH 1960
CITROEN DS.19 1960 FRENCH
CITROEN ID.19 BRITISH 1960
DAIMLER 2-! Litre V8 SALOON
DAIMLER DART
DAIMLER S.P .250 (Standard Gear Box)
DAIMLER MAJESTIC
DAIMLER MAJESTIC MAJOR
D.K.W. JUNIOR
DODGE SERIES 410 Crub 12-VOLT
FIAT 600
FIAT llOO 1956
FIAT 1300, 1500
HAT 1800/2100 1961 NEGATIVE EARTH
FIAT 1800, 2100, 2300 1961 NEGATIVE
CHASSIS
FORD TAUNUS 17M. 1960
FORD ANGLIA DE LUXE 1960
FORD PREFECT 1958/9
FORD ANGLiIA DE LUXE 1958/9
FORD SQUIRE 1958/9
FORD ANGLIA 1960/61
FORD CONSUL CLASSIC 315
FORD CAPRI
FORD CONSUL 1959/61
FORD CONSUL 375 1959/61
FORD ZEPHYR 1959/61
FORD ZODIAC 1959/61
FORD CORSAIR
FORD CORTINA LOTUS SALOON
FORD CORTINA SALOON 1962, 1963, 1964
FORD CORTINA ESTATE CAR 1962, 1963,
1964
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Page
FORD CORTINA STANDARD
19
FORD CORTINA DE LUXE
19
CORTINA G.T.
19
FORD ZODIAC Mk. IH 1962/3/4
19
FORD ZEPHYR 4 Mk. Ill 1962/64
19
FORD ZEPHYR 6 Mk. III 1962/64
19
FORD THAMES 10/12
19
FORD THAMES 15 cwt. VAN
19
FORD THAMES PICK-UP
19
FORD CUSTOMUNE 1956
19
FORD FAIRLANE
19
HBINKEL CABIN CRUISER 1956
20
HILLMAN IMP
20
HILLMAN MINX DE LUXE SERIES III
20
HlLLMAN SUPER MINX II
20
HILLMAN MliNX SERIES III (A, B & C)
SALOON & CONVERHBLE
20
HILLMAN MINX SER,J:ES V
20
HILLMAN HUSKY SERIES V
20
NEW HUMBER HAWK 1959 MODELS
21
NEW HUMBER SUPER SNIPE 1959 MODELS 21
HUMBER HAWK SERrnS II
21
HUMBER SUPER SNIPE SERIES III
21
HUMBER SUPER SNIPE IV
21
HUMBER HAWK ])ll
21
HUMBER SCEPTRE
21
JAGUAR Mk. vn
21
JAGUAR Mk. YHI
21
JAGUAR Mk. IX
21
JAGUAR Mk. X SALOON
21
JAGUAR 2.4
21
JAGUAR 3.4
21
JAGUAR 3.8 LITRE Mk. 2 SALOON
21
J~UAR3~

JAGUAR 3.8S
JAGUAR 'E' TYPE G.T. MODEL-FIXED
HEiAD COUPE
JAGUAR 'E' TYPiE GRAND TOURING
MOD BL
JENSEN
M.G.A. SPORTS
M.G.A. COUPE
M.G.A. TWIN-CAM
M.G.B.
M.G. MAGNETTE Mk. IV
M.G. MIDGET
M.G. 1100
MERCEDES BENZ 180, 180D, 190 SALOON,
219, 220A, 220S 1957
MERCEDES BENZ 220S
MERCEDES BENZ 220 S.E. 1960
MERCEDES BENZ 300
MERCEDES BENZ 300B 1955
MORRIS COOPER
MORRIS COOPER S.
MORRIS MINI-MINOR SALOON
MORRIS MINI-MINOR TRAVELLER
MORRIS MINOR 1000 SALOON
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23
23
23
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24
24
24
24
24
24
24
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Page
MORR'IS M!lNOR 1000 TOURER
24
MORRIS MINOR 1000 TRAVELLER
24
MORR.IS OXFORD SERIES V & VI
24
MORRIS OXFORD SALOON
24
MORRIS OXFORD TRAYBLLER
24
MORRIS 1100
24
PBUGEOT 403 1958
24
PEUGEOT 404
25
PORSCHE 1500, 1600 19 56
25
PORSCHE COUPE
25
PORSCHE HARD TOP
25
PORSCHE CABR!IQiLET
25
RENAULT 750CC 1956
25
RENAULT DAUPHINE
25
25
R·lJLEY 1.5
R1ILEY 4/Sixty-Eight
25
25
RILEY 4/Seventy-Two
26
RILEY EILF Mk. I
26
RliLEY BLF Mk. 11
26
ROVER 80
26
ROVER 100 1960
26
ROVER 95
26
ROVER 110
· .r~r·
ROVER 3 LITRE SALOON 1963 , , . ~
26
26
ROVER 3 LITRE COUPE 1963
26
ROmR 2000 S~LOON
26
LAND ROVER
27
SAAB
27
SIMCA ARQIND!E
27
SIMCA ELYSEE
27
SLMCA ETOILE
27
SIMCA MONTLHERY
27
SIMCA GRAND LARGE
27
SIMCA MONACO & CHATBLAiLNE 1959-60
27
SINGER GAZELLE SERIES III
27
SINGER GAZE:IJLE SERIES V
27
SINGER VOGUE
27
SLNGER VOGUE II
28
STANDARD ATLAS VAN
28
STANDARD PICK UP
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STANDARD BIGHT
STANDARD TEN
STANDARD ENSIGN
STANDARD PENNANT
STANDARD VANGUARD Mk. HI
SUNBEAM ALPINE SERIES II
SUNBEAM ALP:INE SERIES llI
SUNBEAM RAPmR SERIES III
TRIUMPH SP·ITFIRE 4
TR'lUMPH SPORTS 1959
TRIUMPH VITESSE
TRIUMPH HER.AW
TRIUMPH SALOON
TRIUMPH CONVERTIBLE
TR·IUMPH ESTATE CAR
TRIUMPH COUPE
TRIUMPH 2000
V ANDBN PLAS PRINCF.SS 3 LITRE 1960
NEW VAUXHALL VICTOR
VAUXHALL STANDARD
V AUXHALL SUPER
VAUXHALL DE LUXE
VAUXHALL CRESTA 1963
V AUXHALL VEILOX 1963
VAUXHALL CRESTA
VAUX1HALL VELOX
V AU-'GHALL WVA
V AlJXHAL:L STAINDARD
VAUXHALL DE LUXE SALOON
VOLKSWAGEN SALOON 1958-60
VOLKSWAGEN STANDARD
VOLKSWAGEN DE LUXE
VOLKSWAGEN KARMANN-GHIA 1958
VOLVO 122S 1960
WOLSELEY 1500
WOLSELEY 16/60
WOLSELEY 6/99
WOI.SEiLEY 110
WOLSELEY HORNET Mk. I
WOLSELEY HORNET Mk. II
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INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of the strain of driving oan

be reHeved by a properly installed car radio. - Un-

fortunately, this plea.sure can be completely spoiled
by the presence of various sources of inte.rtf~ence.
~he modern motor car, is a complexed source of
electrical equipment, windscreen wiper, dynamo,
ignition coil, petrol pumps, electric clock, and oil
gauge transmitter, all wiH oontriibute to interference
pu[ses in one way or another.
In addition to those electrical instruments given,
we have what is caLled "wheel static" and '"brake
static'', the former is usually termed "roiLling static",
since it only appears whilst the vehiole is in motion,
the latter form of intenference, is present when t!he
brakes are applied, hence its name.
Although the book is mainly concerned wi,th the
correct remedy for preventing these interferences,
other useful information witl be given for each particular car. Such as the type of aerial required, and
whether there is provision for the installation of a
second loudspeaker, or converseily, if the design of
the car calls for more than one speaker in the original
instaHaHon. Furthermore, experience has shown, that
• whenever the car 'bonnet opens away from the windscreen, it is wise to mount if possiible, the aerial at
the off-side rear, in order to prevent ":bonnet radiation" from the ignition system, pro~iding of course,
the engine is mounted at the fr-ont of the car. This
source of interference may not show when the car
is new, but after the bonnet hinges have a little rust
on them, the bonnet is not so effectively earthed as
it was previously, and a great deal of time and
trouible will be necessary to reduce suoh :interferences.
It is essential, that whatever suppression is required
for any par,ticular vehicle, to mount the condenser as
olose to the source of interference as possible.
It is also very essential that after the various suppressors have been fitted, to close down the bonnet
of the car before starting up the engine to see if interference is absent or not. No amount of suppression
is of any use unless thi,s simple task is done, and is
ove1fooked far more than may be imagined.

Regarding suppresro.rs, various types are employed
for certain pu:rposes. When tihe dynamo condenser ia
stated, it means a metal clad condenser, with a metal
fixing lug, this lug goes to earth via the mounting
bolt of the dynamo, or coil, to be suppressed', tib.is
applying aJso to petrol pumps.
When an electric clock, or windscreen wiper is required to be suippressed, we do not use the metal olad
condenser with the metal fixing lug. This is because
in the former oase, the metal of the condenser may
result in a short cirouit of the ignition system. In
such cases, we use a wire-end condenser with mica
covered oasing, which avoids this risk of s·hort
circuits, also in tJhe case of windscreen wipers, the
wire-end condenser is much more convenient to fit,
and reduces the risk of short circui,ts. In every case
of car radio installat~on, you MUS:f AT ALIL TIMES
DISCONNECT t,he battery, never forget this golden
rule.
The author aifter severa~ years e~perience in the
installation and repair of car radio receivers, have
found that to obtain the maximum sensitivity from car
radios to adjust the aefia,I trimmer on the receiver at
a station 200 metres, with only one section of the
aeria l exposed. Adjus,t for maximum signal gain, then
pu:ll up one or more other aerial sections, tlle resulting increase oif signal strength being apparent. It
might be wise at this point to state that some cars
have provision made for a specific type of car radio
to 1be fitted. This means that the fixing holes ·Of the
receiver wiU then match with ·tlhose provided within
the radio aperture on the car.
Special kits for various cars are made, which house
the speaker, at times as an integral part of the radio
receiver fixing. For the remedy of wheel or brake
static, a kit of four brushes in meta~ holders, with
fuU instructions for fitting are made by Smiths
Radiomobile London. These are supplied to, and are
availaJble from, any Smiths Radiomobile Accredited
Dealer, and NOT from S. Smdth & Sons (Radiomoibile) Ud.
For those whose wor:k brings them into contact
with car radio suppression, it is hoped that this book
will enaible tiheir wor:k to be a little easier.
1
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I.

What is Radio Interference ?

Interference is the term applied to a :fieild, . oaust:d
by electro-magnetic forces, ente·ring a receiver m
waves and causing noises or patterns. Natural discharges in the atmosphere cause "atmospherics" in
the same way, intel'1ference waves can be caused by
making and break.ing circuits, or by spark flash-over.
Interference in motor vehicles can be traced to any
electrical equipment which, when operated, generates
sparks or makes and breaks circuits; for example,
spark pfogs, ignition distributor, the contacts of
regu:lator and cut-out, and the commutator of a
dynamo. In the case o[ a flash-over at the electrodes
of a spark plug or at switch contact·s, the transient
(triaveHing) waves thus caused may be spread
throughout the entire high and tow voltage systems
of the vehicle, and be radiated by the wiring as interference waves.
l1he waves themselves are the result of voltage
difforence between any two meta.I masses, which leads
naturally to a "charge..,oompensation". The compensation is effeoted by a flow of electricity, at the
spark gaip or in an electrical lead. The flow is not
simply in one direction, until the electrical balance
has been restored, but changes direction I.ike a pendulum; tMs electrica l activity is known as osdlfation.
1

1

II.

The Sources of Radio Interference in Motor Vehicles

The ignition system constitutes the main source of
radio interference. The individual items causing interforence are the spark plugs, ignition distributor,
(jump-spark), and contact-breaker. The ignition system must be suppressed without fail. The generating
system is also a considerable sourice ·of interference,
the offending parts being the dynamo commutator
and the regulator and cut-,out contacts.
Ot~her sources of interference are electric motors
(windscreen wipers, interior heaters) electric petrolpumps, and similar electrically-driven mechanisms.
Starters, horns, switches and blinkers usuaUy give
rise to interference, ~hough their period of operation
is so short that it is usually considered unnecessarv
to suppress them.
A furthell." cause of radio interference in motor
vehicles lies in poor eleotricaJ. contact between metal
parts. An electrn-static (voltage) difference between
adjacent masse·s. This heavy electric char.ge, in
baliancing itself periodicalily by flowing between the
eleotirodes of a spark plug. In addition the electrical
connections between bonnet (hood), wings, and
similar .body-;pa.rts, a :r e relied upon to provide
screening o f .the engine interference sources,

m.

The oscillation generates regular fluctuating voltages,
not one fixed frequency, but of a whole frequency
mixture. Also, like a pendulum, the initial energy is
high, according to the voltage causing it, and dies
away as the energy is di1ssipated.
The waves caused in this way may enter the radio
receiver in various ways; through tihe aerial, through
an imperfectly-screened receiver case, or even as conducted interference through the power supply to the
rece·iver. In any particular wave ...band, there wiH be
found both transmitter and interference signals. If
the transmitter signals are much stronger than those
from the source of inter:f erence, reception will be
good i.e., intenfeTence-free. This refationship, of
transmitter signal strength to interference signal
strength, is known as the tr.ansmitter-inteclerence
ratio. I!f, in the short, medium and long wave...;bands,
this ratio is loweT than 30 : 1 (transmitter voltage at
the aerial : interference voltage), reception cannot be
considered satisfactory.
For uHra-short wave recept~on, conditions are more
favoura:ble, because the interference waves, generaMy
propagated as AM (amplitude modulation), are supprnssed to a minimum by the application orf FM·
(frequency modUJlation) and amplitude limitation.

i.e.. to absorib such radiated interference harmlessly.
If these body-parts are insulated from each other,
they can no longer perform this useful fungi_on.
"
An eledro-static oharge may be built up dn the
road wheels, chiefly in the undriven ones. T h
.will. .i·s
·
occur at high speeds, on dry roads and in dry
.·
pheres, and radio inte·nference is caused by t
· .
(not altogether lacking) conduction path betiwee '
mass of the wheel and the mass of the vehicle.
Any electrical consumer or generator in which a
spark is formed is connected by a lead to another
part of the electrical S'ystem. ]jf the point at which
the spark arises be considered as an "interference
generator", then the lead to or from it is the "interference transmitter aerial". Although a certain
amount of interference reaches the receiver directly
from the "interiference generaror", the greater source
of interference is this "interference transmitteT aerial",
i.e., the electrical lead. When the actual source of inte.nfeTence (the "generator") has been determined, it
can be assumed that all leads connected to it are
radiating interference waves (are "transmitter
aerials").

The Principles of Radio Interference Suppression

Firstly, it is necessary to understand that there are
two caite·gories of radio interference enoountered in
car radfos; one is the interference caused by various
electrical generators and oon:sumers in the vehicle
itself. This interference is the type referred to
throughout this hook, because it can be suppressed.

"the other type of interlerence is that caused by outside sources, such as neon signs, trolley-buses, overhead transmission lines, and other electrical equipment, as well · as, of course, non-suwressed radio;
all interference may be suppressed only at its sources.
Now let us consider the four ways of suppressing
radio interference :
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1.

Damping by means of Resistance.
Just as a penduJum can be braked, and thus its
period of osciUation consideraibly reduced, so the
os'Cil1lations setting up the interference can be
damped. This is to swing in water or oil.
The resistance is fitted between the "interference
generator" and the "interference transmitter aerial"
and damps the oscillations passed to this "transmitter
aerial". ~he reduced frequency thus transmitted by
the lead can no longer interfere with radio reception.
It is important that the "transmitter aerial" be kept
as short as possible; a resistance is therefore fitted as
close to the "generator" as practicable. In the case
of ignition intenference, for example, the resistances
are built into the plug caps or even the plugs themse:lves (BOSCH R-serries), and a~so into the distributor
rotor or H.T. lead plug into the distributor cap.
Interference waves from the leads conducting
direct current can be suppressed by chokes ~filters).
These chokes offer virtuaHy no resistance to tihe
direct current, but strongly resist the high-frequency
altering currents. This resistance to a.c. by the choke
reduces the interference oscillations.
2.

Ailternating-current short-cirouit by means of a
Capacitor.
These are "interference generators", not only in
the sparks of t:he ignition system, but also wihere
s·parks are generated in dynamos and oonsrnneTS,
e . g., motors. To suppress this intenference, damping
resistances may be used, in the same way as in the
ignition syistem, or chokes with low resistance to
direct current, however, normal praictice is to shortcircuit the intemerence voltage (a fluctuating voltage)
by means of a capacitor.
A caipacitor consists of two large areas of metal
film, separated from eaoh other by an insulating
medium. This insulating medium (usuaHy a paper
dieieQt.riic) prevents the florw of a direct current betweeil' the metal films, which, however, do not offer
a resistance t·o alternating currents. The higher the
frequency of the al.temating current, the better the
a.c. conductivity of the capacitor.
When a capacitor is connected to an "interference
generator", e.g., to a commutator, tihe fluctuating
voltage from this "generator" is short-circuited. but
the direct voltage is not affected. Unfortunately, it
is usuaHy impossible to fit a capacitor at the point
'11-~ere the spark orig:inates, e.g., at the commutatoT,
.md it must be connected at the terminal of the motor
or dynamo. The ternninais carrying interference waves
must be "short-circuited" bv means of capacitors
without conduction-,paths. A "normal" suppression
caipacitor is adequate for long, medium, and s~ort
wave bands, and it is important that the capacrtorlead be kept as sihort as possible.
A short capacitor-lead is particularly important
where high frequencies are enoountered, i.e., in the
V.H.F. wave-<band. In this case, the capacitor-le_ad
possesses a noticeable high frequency resistance (m ..
ductive). When suppressing interference in the V.H.F.
wave-hand, the "short-circuit" efficiency of the capacitor can be considerably offset by capacitor-leads of
normal len:gt:h. This causes the capacitor with its lead
to operate as a shunt, while a part of tihe voltage
availahle at the termina1ls of t!he "interference...,generator" goes into the main lead, and thus throughout
the whole electrical system of the vehicle. From there
it is radiated as interference waves.

9

T1hese difficulties, that arise in using a "normal"
capacitor, are serious in short-wave reception and
very s,erious in V.H.F. reception. They may be overcome by using ultra-short-wave suppression feedthrough or by-pass capacitors. ~is type <?f capacitor
prevents a· voltage-leak to the eJ?:bre ~lect~1cal sysite'.1!1,
be·cause the lead to the capacitor hes m the mam
current lead. The direct current flows unhindered
through the terminail bolts, one of whioh represents
a capacitor-film, or is connected to it. The fluctuating
violrtage, however, is short•circuited to the opposite
pole of the "interference generato:r" by the opp~sing
caipaieitor-film. Feed-through or by-pass capacitors
are particularly suitable for hi·gih frequencies, as the
short-circuit operation of this type o.f capacitor becomes more effioient with increased frequency.
Only with this method of connection and with the
feed-through or by-pass capacitor can the high
frequency resistance of the capacitior-'lead be counteracted, whereas the use of a "noiimal" capacitoir gives
rise to difficulties with its feed-lead. Effective shortcircuit is obtained from short leads.
It is most important that the suppres·sor-ca.pacitor,
when used for V.H.F. supp.ressfon, is secured to the
housing of the "interferen,ce-generator", even if the
spaice avaHable makes this difficult.

3.

Total Short-circuit by Earthing-strap.
A metarl part in the vicinity of a powerful source
of interlerence~ave radiation can be excited by it
into oscillation, and eventually radiate interferencewaves itself. This is :known as secondary radiation.
As examples, Bowden cahles, thermometer capillaries, and even the bonnet (hood) can be affected by
the ignition sys.tern. These part:s re-radiate the interference-waves to the receiver aerial of the radio.
The interference voltage at the s·ource of secondary
radiation can be short-circuited by means of earthingstraps. These straps must be kept as short as .Possible, particularly in the. case _of V.H.F. receJ?tlon.e
The vehicle's bodywork, mcludmg the bonnet, m t·he
vicinity of the receiver aerial, shouM also be connected to earth.
4.

Screening by means of Metallic Enclosure.
It is known trhat metal casings offer an effective
screen to electrical oscillations (Waves), provided
that these casings are dosed on all sides: In su~h
cases it is unimportant whether the electrical radiation 'is prevented f.rom passfog into or out of the
casing.
This principle mav ailso be a1pPlied to au~motive
prnctice· if the ignition system for example, is completely ~nclosed by a metal screen, the interfe:ence
waves generated inside the iscreen cannot be radiated.
This form of suppress·ion is very effici~t, but v~ry
eXJDensive; it is generially applied. to ve~tcles carrymg
radio-telephones or two-way radio eqmpment.
It is an advantage that most modern vehioles have
metal bodywork and a metal screen around the
engine. T:he.se already provide a consideiable screen=
ing effect. How good this effect is, can be ascertained
bv lettin~ the engine run, switching the rad.io on, and
lifting the bonnet. However, the gap between the
bonnet and the 1bodywork, as well as poor electrical
contact between bonnet and hody. allow interferencewarves to reiaoh the receiver aerial. An earthing-5trap
will suppress most of this intenference.
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IV. How to go about Suppressing Radio Interference
A.

General.
It is assumed that the electrical systCl?i!!l of the
vehicle is in order. It is tihus important, before beginnin,g radio interference suppression, that alt termina·Is are tig:ht, all leads in good condition, and that
there are no loose contacts.
The stages of radio interfe.rence suppression are:
1. Spa.irk plugs.
2. Lgnition distributor.
3. Ignition coil.
4. Regulator.
5. Dynamo
6. Ancillaries e.g., windscn;en wiper,
interior ·heater, smal!J. motors.
With each stage aocompliished, a oheck should be
made to see whether tthe suppression is edequate. If
not, go on to the next stage. If al!l the six above
stages of suppression have heen carried out, and interfere nee is still in evidence, four for:ther stages may
be contemplaited.
7. Earthfog..istraps.
8. Improving the layout of the vehicle's
electrical leads (separating H.T. and
LT. leads).
9. During electro-static interference.
10. Checking the aerial base for good
earth.
In the case of diesel engines, stages 1, 2, 3, and 8
are superflous.
B. Suppression in the long and medium wave...bands
1.

Spark plugs.
Where a su.ppre·sised rotor is, or can be fitted in the
distributor of a battery-ignition system, 1,000-ohm
plug-caips are used. Where the rotor is not suppressed,
use 10,000-ohm plug-caps.
Ignition Dist:r.ibutor.
Fo·r distributors use 5,000-ohm suppressor-connectors, connected into aU H.T. leads close to the
dis trihut.or-cap.
Note : veihicle distributors should have a maximum
resistance per i.gnition circuit (i.e. coil to plug) of
10,000-obms; vehicles with distributors should generally have a maximum resistance 6,000-ohms per
ignition circuit for long and medium wave ...bands,
and 15,000~ohms for short and V.H.F. wave-bands.
It is recommended that, if more than 5,000-ohms
per circuit is applied, the plug gap be 0.004" greater
llhan that specified by the vehicle manufacturer.

2.

3.

lgnition Coil.
A 3 mfd. suppressor-capacitor is connected to
terminal (SW) of •the ignition coil.
1

4 and 5. Dynamo and Regulator.
Dvnamos with a ratinS? of uo to 450 W maximum
may· be fitted with a CaPacitorA of no more than 0.5
m£d. at terminal D. A caipacitor of gireater capacitance
wiU severely damage the regulator (out-out) contacts.
A .capacitor may never be fitted to terminal F.
Dynamos with attached regulators.
A capacitor of 3 mfd. is connected to tetminal + of
t!he :regulator. Make sure that there is good electrical
connection between the capacitor and dynamo body.
1

If this suppression is not sufficient a capacitor of
0.5 mfd. should be conneoted to terminal D of the
regulator.
Dynamo with separate (remote) regulator.
If the regulator is unscreened a capacitor of 3 mfd.
is connected to terminal +, and also to terminal E,
the vehicle has insul.ated return. Terminal D of the
dynamo is fitted with a capacitor of maximum 0.5
mM. 1f the regulatoir is mounted at some distance from
the dynamo, an improvement in interference suppression will result if an earthing-strap is connected
between dynamo and regulator.

6.

Ancillaries - small motors.
Windscreen wiper motors, fan motors, heater
motors, etc., may be fitted with a 0.5 mfd. capacitor,
or if necessary, wit!h a 3 mfd. capacitor, connected ~o
the current input ternninal. The capacitor must have
good eairth connection through its bracket.
Flashers.
Generally the flasher unit is very difficult to suppress, and as it is operated comparatively seldom, it
may be considered unnecessary to fit suppression '*'.
equipment. However, if suppression is required inpu~,- i
terminal may be provided with a 3 mfd .. cap~toL...N<V ·
capacitor may be connected to the other termmdf: as
damage to the fla~her contacts woul~ result.
1

7. · Earthing-straps.
Earthing-straps are of particular advantage if the
engine-block is mounted on the !nsulators ~rubber),
and if the battery return-current is not earned by a
separate strap. They are useful also if 11?-etallic co~
nections are inadequate between engme, chassis
radiator, bulkhead and bonnet.
Earthing-strap may be fitted between :
Rear of engine-block and chassis.
Front of engine-block and chassis.
Rear of engine-block and bulkhead.
Front of engine-block and radiator.
Bonnet and bulkhead.
Regulator and dynamo.
It may oocur that operat!ng . levers, linkag~s,
Bowden cables, pipes and cap1llanes may carry mterference waves into the passenger compartment of
the vehicle, through the bulkhead. This may be
overcome by connecting earthing-straps between the
offending parts and the bulk.head.
Separating the leads.
It is important that H.T. and L.T. leads are kept
well apart, and that ignition leads. '!-r.e kept as .sh_ort
as possible. This reduces the poss1b1hty of radiat10n
transfer from the H.T. and L.T. leads, which are
powerful interference-wave transmitters, to the
wiring of the vehicle.

8.

9.

Electrostatic interference.
High speeds on dry roads may lead to an ele.ctrostatic charge of the rubber tyres, due to contmual
flexing and friction. This electric charge, i!l balancii:ig
itself with the lower vo·ltage m the chassis, make itself apparent as a loud "rustling" in the loudspeaker.
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Terminal Markings of all Automobile Electrical Equipment
as used by various Manufacturers.
Makers
name

Armature

Field

Battery

American
Bosch
(ABC)

Arm

Field

Autolight
(Ford)

A

F

Bosch

D-/61

DF

Bosch
(current)

D-/61
A

DF
F

B
Bat.

CAV

D

DF

B

Daleo

GEN

Field

Bat.

DKW

1
R

20

la
B

Fiat

51

67

30

French
equipment

DYN

EXC

BAT.

Lucas

D

F

A

(early)

Earth or
Insulated
return

Polarity

Bat.

GND

neg. Earth

Bat.

GND

neg. Earth

61

31 B-

neg. Earth

61

BD-

neg. Earth

51 B

Wheel-contacts, fitted inside the grease-retainer
(spindle-cap), provide a good electrical contact between wheel and spindle, better than the contact
provided by greasy bearings. This prevents an
electrostatic charge from being built up, and thus
eliminates the interference from that source Wheelcontacts are generally required only on non-driven
wheels.
C. Suppression in the short wave-iband.
In the long and medium wave-bands, one is exclusively concerned with amplitude-modulated transmitters while in the V.H.F. wave-band, frequencymodulated transmitters are found. Between these two
categories, the short wave transmitter works at a high
transmission frequency, while still being amplitudemodulated. This leads to considerable difficulty in
interference suppression.
It is possible that a full V.H.F. interference suppression is not sufficient, and that it must be supplemented by special measures. The best procedure is
to start with medium wave suppression; if that is not
enough, fit V.H.F. suppression material. The short
wave-band is a critical band, requiring many earthingstraps.
The ignition system and the regulator set the
greatest problem. It is important that earth connections of all capacitors are perfect, and that the earths
of the dynamo and regulator are connected.
D. Suppression in the V.H.F. wave-band.
(The interference suppressions described below is
also effective m the long, medium and short wavebands).
1. Spark plugs.
It is recommended that spark-plugs with built-in
5,000-ohm wire-wound resistances be fitted in COl!junction with unsuppressed plug-caps. However, if
1,000-ohm plug are already available, they may be
retained.

Charge
control
lamp

+

D-

pos. Earth
GND

neg. Earth

1

M

neg. Earth

51

31

neg. Earth

Masse

neg. Earth

pos. Earth
WL
E
2. Ignition distributor.
The rotor should be replaced by one with a builtin 5,000-ohm resistance.
In addition, distributors
should be provided with a 1,000-ohm suppressorconnector, in each H.T. lead, as close as possible to
the distributor cap. The most efficient form of interference suppression at the distributor is the screening
of the distributor cap. See also the previous note
concerning the ohmic values of the resistance in the
individual ignition circuits.
3. Ignition coil.
Interference suppression is carried out in exactly
the same way as for the medium wave-band.
4 and 5. Dynamo and Regulator.
Suppression in the V.H.F. wave-band can, with a
few exceptions, be carried out only by the use of
feed-through or by-pass capacitors. Thus, if the
normal suppression capacitors prove ineffective, these
special capacitors must be used.
Dynamos with a .rating of up to 450-W. max. may be
fitted witJh a caipM:itor of no more tJhan 0.5 mfd. at
terminal D +. A capacitor of high value will severely
damage the regulator (cut-out) contacts. At terminal
F of the regulator, only a choke may be connected,
or damage to the regulator (voltage and current) contacts will result.
Dynamos with attached regulator.
A special capacito'f of 2.5 mf.d. is connected to .terminal B + of the regulator. If necessary, a capacitor
of maximUJ111 0.5 mfid. is connected to terminal D of
the regulator. Make sure that the brackets of the
capacitors are weU earthed.
Dynamos with separate (remote) regulator, up to
450-W. maximum output.
Terminals B + and D are fitted wi•th 2.5 mfd. and
maximum 0.5 mfd. capacitors respectively, as described in the preceding paragraph. In addition, a bypass capacitor of 0.5 mfd. is connected to terminal D
of the dynamo.
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If this equipment does not provide sufficient interference suppression, choke is fitted into the lead between terminals F of the regulator and dynamo.
(Note the connection : lead with cable-shoe or tag
is connected to terminal F of the regulator). An
earthing-strap must he provided between the regulator
and the dynamo.

The capacitor must be fastened directly to the
motor, a special bracket being made :if necessary. The
efficiency of the interference suppression depends
entirely on the connection of the casing of the
caipacitior with the body of the motor.

Dynamos of over 45().JW. maximum output.
The leads between terminals D, F, and E of the
dynamo and regulator must be screened with metal
braiding. In both cases, the short leads between suppressor and regulator terminal must be screened with
metal braiding.

Heater motors or wiper motors in the vicinity of
a sensitive V.H.F. receiver aerial may not be satisfactory suppressed in this way. In this case, two
ferrite chokes, are fitted in series into the input and
return leads of the motor. A small capacitor is also
used. This provides interference suppression in the
V.H.F. and short wave-bands, and partly for the
medium wave-band. For the long wave-band, the
wiper motor may, if necessary be fitted with a
parallel capacitor of larger value.

Ancillaries - small motors etc.
All small motors such as wiper motors, fan motors
and heater motors, are to be fitted with a feed-through
capacitor of 0:05 mfd. the lead of which ds connected
to the input terminal of the motor, and the input
(battery) lead connected to the capacitor terminal
(series connection).

A little experiment may be necessary to determine
the capacitor required for each source of interference,
such as petrol-gauge transmitters of thermometer
contact. All other suppression in the V.H.F. waveband is carried out in the same way as for the long,
medium and short wave-bands.

6.

V.

Checking the Effectiveness of the Suppression

Wlhen the electrical system has been suppressed, a
test of the suppression efficiency is carried out. The
vehicle is taken to an interference-free area, outside
the town and remote from overhead transmission
lines. With the engine switched off, oheck the operation of the radio and tune the aerial (checking battery
vo,Jtage if necessary). This tes.t also ensures that the
spot chosen is free from interference.
To check for interference from the vehicle, the
volume control of the receiver is turned to "full"
and the tone control to "high". In the iong, medium
and short wiave..,bands (amplitude-modulated bands),
the station selector ml\JISt be set between stations, so
that no station is audible.
Start engine.
If loud interference is evident, additional suppression (aooording to section V A, paragraphs 7-10)
is ·carried out. In particular, the earth oonnection at
the aerial base must be checked.
In the V.H.F. wave.,1Jand (the frequency-modulated
band), the station seilector is set to the middle of a
transmissfon (station). The efficiency of the surppression is then shown in the adjoining bands; the
furither one can tune to the right and left of the
transmission-centre without interference, the better
the suppression: This test should be carried ~ut wi!·h
stations of vanous strengths, because reception will
vary considera1bly when the vehicle is moving. This

variation in reception is caJUsed by the position of
the aerial on the vehicle, by the topography of the
countryside, by the relative d1rections of travel and
transmission, and by the transmitter :field-strength.
For this reason, it is inadvisable to move vehicle
during the V.H.F. test, or during the fitting of
additional suppression equipment. Even if the vehicle
is moved only a few inches, one or other transmHter
wilil be received at a different strength, which could
lead to false evaluation of tJhe suppression already
carried out.
The sources of interference ace ascertained as
follows:
1. Ignition - switch the ignition on and off, with
engine running.
2. Dynamo - speed up the engine (preferably
running downhill), and switch off the ignition. A
howling in the loudspeaker, varying with engine
speed, can be traced to the commutat«.
3. Regulator - tested in the same way as the
dynamo. A clioking may be heard, made by the
regulator contacts.
4. Ancillary equipment, such as wiper motors,
heaters, etc. - tested by switching on and off.
5. Electro-static interference from the wheels found at over 25 m.p.h. on dry roads and in dry
atmospheres; checked by gentle brake application.
The interference disappears when the brakelimngs touch the drums.
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ALFA ROMEO GUILIEITA 1956
AERIAL
A wing aerial is fitted to tihe drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits under the rear parcel sheLf, remove
the spare wheel to give access to loudspeaker mounting area.

SUP,PlLY
Connect the fuse lead to the aocessory terminal in
distribution box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at aLl points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Connect a 1 mfd. condenser to genera~or
charging terminat Earth under generator fixmg
screw.
.
(2) Connect a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' termmal
of coil. Earth to coil mounting screw.
(3) Connect a 5,000-ohm resistor in main H.T.
lead as near distributor as practicalble.
ASTON MARTIN DB4 SALOON
AERIAL
A wing aerial, mounted on off-side front wing.
SPEAKERS
.
Provision is made for a rear loudspeaker if required.

SUPPLY
.
t.-- ..:.1 ~- £ - - - ! - ,
Connect to terminal block on bulk1u~·u, w 1,~.riDlllai
with purple lead.
SUPP.RESSION
.
It is vital to clean to bare metal at aM pomts where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on coil,
and earth to coil mounting bolt.
(2) Fit 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output t_crminal (thick lead) and earth to dynamo mounting
bolt.
(3) Fit 1 mfd. condenser to snap connector of ~ced
to the wiper motor-green lead-and earth to wiper
bracket.
. al
(4) Fit 1 mfd. condenser to supply termm
on
petrol pump. Earth to bolt retaining earth return to
petrol rpump.
.
(5) Fit 1 mfd. condenser to 'D' temuna.1 on regulator box. Earth to wing valance.
If Short Wave Radio is used.
Fit plug suppressor in each plug lead, if oot fitted
previously.
AUSTIN SEVEN
Saloon and Special De Luxe (850)
Countryman, Van and Pick up (850)
Cooper and Cooper S.
AERIAL
. , "d I!- t •
A wing aerial mounted on driver
s s1 e uon wmg
is required.
SPEAKERS
.
On saloon versions, the speaker is fitted below apertures provided in the rear parcel .shelif. 1:he speaker
on the Countryman, Van, and P,1ck up, is mounted
in the left hand finisher panel, above the front parcel
tray.
SUPPLY
.
.
Connect fuse ,lead to A.1 termmal of the regulator
box.
SUPPRESSION
.
It is vital to clean to bare metal at aill pomts where
an earth connection is made.
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(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' lead on the
ignition coil, ea.irth to ooil mounting bolt.
(2) fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output lead,
(1brown lead with yellow tracer), earth the condenser
to dynamo mounting bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to petrol pump terminal, ea11th to petrol mounting 1bracket.
(4) Fix short lead from wiper motor earth-on
casing-earth other end of lead to hotle in gusset
plate immediately forward orf motor.
(5) Resistive type H.T. leads are fitted to the
engines of t·he albove vehicles, therefore, plug suppressors cut lead suppressors, etc., must not be fitted,
otherwise arching may take place inside the oable.
(6) The distributor incolporates a built-in resistor
in the main H.T. lead.

AUSTIN A.35
AERIAL
A wing aerial mounted on the driver's side is required.

SPEAKERS

A front speaker is required, which is fitted on the
parcel shelif.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to A.2 terminal on regulator box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an eartlh connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mid. condenser to dynamo main output terminal (yellow lead). Earth to dynamo fixing
bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil (white ,lead). Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) The distributor incorporates a huilt-in resistor
in the main H.T. lead.
AUSTIN A.40 Mk. H SAWON & COUNTRYMAN
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted on the windscreen scuttle, on
the passenger's side Gf car.
SPEAKERS
A fron.t speaker is required which fits in the grille
provided in the centre of the ifacia roll top.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare male blade on rear of
ignition switch, Cbrown lead with blue tracer).
SUPPRESSION
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo main output terminal ~brorwn lead with yellow tracer). Earth
to dynamo fixing bo1t.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
ignition coil, (white lead). Earth to coil mounting
bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to petrol pump (white
lead). This may be located to the right hand side of
the spare wheel in the luggage compartment. Earth
to bolt, on petrol pump mounting hraoket.
AUSTIN A.55 SERIES II
AEIUAL
A rear aerial is required, and is fitted to off-side
rear, where provision is made.

SPEAKERS
A front speaker fitted under tihe radio unit, provision is made for a rear speaker.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare male blade on A.1 terminal.
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SUPPRESSION
The ignition and condenser leads must be kept as
short as possible. It is vital to clean to bare metal
at all pomts where an earth connection is made
(1) Fit a 1 mtd. condenser to dynamo output
lead, ear.th to dynamo mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
of ignition coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to petrol pump. Earth
to nearest bolt.
(~) If Sho.rt .Wave ~adio, fit plug suppressors.
(::>) The d1stnbutor moorporates a built-in resistor
in the main H.T. lead.

AUSTIN A.60 SALOON and COUNTRYMAN
AERlAL
A rear aerial is fitted to off-side rear, an access hole
is provided through skin.
SPEAKERS
A .fron~ speaker is required vvhich fits in the grille
pwv1ded m the centre of the facia roll top. Provision
is made for a rear speaker.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare male terminal on A.1
terminal.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth conneiction is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mf d. condenser to dvnamo outout
terminal (brown lead with yellow tra.cer). Earth- to
coil mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
ignition coil (white iead). Earth t·o coil mounting
bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to petrol pump (white
lead). Earth to nearest bolt.
AUSTIN A.99
AERIAL
A wing aerial is fitted to front off-side wing.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker is required, at the top of facia roll
top, in the apertures provided. Provision is made for
a rea.r speaker.
SUPPILY
Connect fuse lead to brown lead with blue tracer
at the snap connector whicih is provided behind the
centre of facia panel.

SUPPRESSION
lt is vital to dean to bare metal at au points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
on ignition coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal (yellow lead). Earth to dynamo mounting
bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. c·ondenser to the supply lead
(white lead) on one of the two petrol pumps. Earth
to pump mounting bracket.
(4) If Short Wave Radio.
(5) Fit two 1 mfd. ·condensers to dynamo output
terminal. Earth to dynamo mounting bolt.
(6) Fit a plug suppressor to each plug.
(7) Fit a bonding strip be.tween lower front exhaust pipe clip, and adjacent cage nut in chassis.
AUSTIN A.110
AERIAL
A wing aerial is fitted to passenger's side front
wing.
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SPEAKERS
A front speaker is required, fitted to the underside
otf the grille provided in the centre of the roll top
above faoia. Provision is made for a rear speaker.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to brown lead with blue tracer
at the snap connector which is provided behind the
centre of facia panel.

SUPPRESSION
H is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' (white
lead) terminal on ignition ooil. Earth to dynamo rear
mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the dynamo output
terminal Cbrown lead with yellow tracer). Earth to
dynamo rear mounting bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 ll?'fd. condenser to supply lead 01f
petrol pump (white lead). Earth to pump mounting
bracket.
(4) The distributor incorporates a built-in resistor
in the main H.T. lead.

AUSTIN 1100
AERIAL
A wing aerial is fitted to off-side front wing.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker is required and is fitted to the
facia roll top from under. Provision is made for a
re.ar speaker.
SUPPILY
Connect fuse lead to the brown lead with white
tracer, at the snap connector alongside the radio
position.

SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
ignition co,il (wthite lead). Earth to coil mounting
bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the output terminal
of dynamo. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mf d. condenser to petrol pump, white
lead. Earth to pump mounting bolt.
(4) This vehicle is fitted with suppressed ignition
ca;bles. Any attempt to cut and fit plug suppressors
will result in failure of the cables.

AUSTIN WESTMINSTER
AERIAL
A wing aerial is fitted on front off-side wing.

SPEAKERS
A front speaker is fitted below instrument switches
(dash hoard).
SUP~LY

Connect fuse lead to A.1 terminal on control box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth conneiction is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output lead
(thick lead). Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
ignition coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) The distributor incorporates a built-in resistor
in the main H.T. lead.
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AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE
AERIAL
A wing aerial, mounted on near-side front.
SPEAKERS
Front loudspeaker only.
SUP~LY

Connect to A.1 terminal on regulator box.
SUPPRESSJON
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth conneict,ion is made.
(1) Fit 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on coil.
Eart:h to coil mounting bolt.
(2) Fit 1 mfd. condenser to large terminal on the
dynamo. Earth to dynamo rear mounting bolt. The
distributor incorporates a built-in resistor in the main
H.T. lead.
AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE Mk. ID
AERIAL
A wing aerial is mounted on the windscrnen scuttle
on the leift hand side of the vehicle.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker is required, which fits around the
radio.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to the brown lead from the
wiring harness, at the sna:p connector which is behind the ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal, at all points where
an earth connect:ion is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mf d. oodense r to the 'SW' .terminal on
ignition coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the output terminal
on t'he dynamo (large terminal). Earth to dynamo
fixing bolt.
1

AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 BN7 & BT7
A ER JAL
A wing aerial, mounted on left hand side.
SPEAKERS
Front loudspeaker only.
SUPPLY
Connect to A.2 terminal on regulator box.
SUPPRESSJON
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit 1 mfd. oondense r to dynamo output terminal (large terminal) earth to dynamo mount,ing
bolt.
(2) Fit 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on coil.
Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) Fit 1 mfd. condenser to petrol pump. Earth
to pump mounting bolt.
(4) Fit plug suppressors, if Short Wave Radio. A
built-in resistor is incorporated in the H.T. lead.
1

AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 Mk. ID B.J.8
AERJAL
A wing aerial mounted in the wing on .the left hand
side of the vehide.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker is required, which is fitted around
the •radio.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to brown lead with snap connector, behind speaker grille.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connectfon is made.
1
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(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
the ignition coil (white lead). Earth to coil mounting
bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the large output
terminal of the dynamo (brown lead with yellow
trncer). Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the petrol pump this
is located underneath the hody inboard of the right
hand rear whed. Earth condenser under the bolt head
to which pump earth wire is connected.
(4) N.B. Ensure .tihat the condenser and its connecting wire are positioned so that they cannot be
fouled by adjacent hand brake cahle which is flexed
vert·ically by axle.

B.M.W. "ISETTA"
AERIAL
A wing type aerial is mounted on the near-side
nacelle, or, alternatively, a side mounting aerial may
be mounted on the door.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits within the fibre doo,r board tdm,
adjacent to the instrument panel.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to the live terminal block
below the instrument panel.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to hare metal at all points '\Vhere
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the charging terminal orf generator. Earth under adjacent screw.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the "switch" terminal of ignition coil. Eart:h to coil mounting
bracket.
(3) Fit a 1 mf d. condenser across windscreen
wiper motor suppJy terminals.
(4) Fit a 5,000-ohm resistor in the main H.T. lead,
as near to coil as possible.
BORGWARD ISABELLA
AERIAL
The aerial is mounted in the drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted below the grille in the dash
top.
SUPPLY
Connect the fus.e lead to accessory terminal (No.
54) on ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 5,000-ohrm resistor in the main lead as
near the distributor as possible.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to D + terminal on
generator. Earth under earthing screw on cas~.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' termmal on
coil. Earth to coil bracket screw.
(4) I:f Short Wave Receiver. Fit a nipple and plug
suppressor ,to each plug.

CITROEN DS.19 BRITISH 1960
AEIHAL
.
A wing aerial is fitted to ~rive side. front wmg. It
is necessary to remove the wmg for this purpose, and
also for engine maintenance.
SPEAKERS
.
~he speaker is fitted to the rear parcel sheilf, and it
will be required to use the speaker as template.
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SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to terminal post found behind clock position on bulkhead.
SUPPRESS10N
It is vital to olean to bare metal at all points where
an ear.th connection is made.
(1) Remoive clock from dash, and fit a 1 mfd. condenser to supply terminals. Replace and re-connect
clock.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
on coil. Earth to coil mounting bracket.
(3) flt a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
lead. Earth to dynamo mounting bracket.
CITROEN DS.19 1960 FRENCH
AERIAL
A wing aeriaJ is fitted to the drive side front wing.
It is necessary to remoive wing for this purpose, and
also for engine maintenance.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted below centre dash. A rear
speaker may be fitted to rear parcel shelf using
speaker as a template.
SUPPLY
Connect .the fuse lead to terminal post found behind the glove hox near centre line of car.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an ea•r.th connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to mounting bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal, on the contr·ol box. Earth under mounting
bracket.
(3) If Short wave Receiver, fit plug suppressors.
WARNING : This vehicle has N E G AT I VE
CHASSIS.
CITROEN ID.19 BRITISH 1960
AERllAL
The aerial is mounted on the drive side win:g. The
wing is removable for engine maintenance, and is
necessary to fit aeria·l with the wing removed.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted on the rea·r parcel shelrf. No
provision is made for this, and it will be necessary
to use speaker holes as template, and cut away the
metal tray area, within the limits of the four fixing
holes o.f the speaker.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to terminal post whioh will be
found behind clock position on bulkhead.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at aill points where
an ea•r.th connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
ooil. Barth to mounting bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 llllfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to adjacent screw.
(3) If Short Wave Radio, fit a plu.g suppressor to
each plug.
DAIMLER 2! Litre VS SALOON
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to the drive side win1g.
SPEAKiERS
The speaker is fitted to finisher panel under the
radio aperture, whioh is also part of the :finiSJher panel.
Provision is made for rear loudspeaker fitting.

SUPPLY
Locate wiring loom behind ammeter, and remove
tape securing brown lead terminated with "'Lucar"
type connector. Connect this lead to 14 amp "Lucar"
type blade on the amp-mete•r. Locate brown LT. lead
which is terminated with a snap oonneotor below
rear of newspaper tray, and connect fuse lead.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at a.ill points where
an ear.th connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. ,Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
(3) Fit a 0.25 mfd. condenser to oil gauge transmitter. Earth .to suitable bolt on the engine block
near the transmitter.
DAIMLER DART
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to top of rear wing, as far back
as possibJe.
SPEAKEJRS
The front s·peaker is mounted on the front of the
battery box on passenger's side.
SUPPILY
Connect fuse lead to live point on fuse block.
SUPPRF.sSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
{1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Barth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting br:acket.
(3) Fit POLYFOIL, which can be readily purchased anywhere. Affix with PLIOBOND to cover
the underside of the bonnet lid. With length of braid,
bond bonnet lid from left-hand hinge to the earthing
braid of the battery.
DAIMLER S.P.250 (Standard Gear Box)
AERIAL
The aerial is mounted on the rear valance next to
the drive side tail lamp housing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted with the radio unit in an
assembly mounted on the gear box tunnel, forward
orf the gear lever.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to negative terminal on the
battery.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
Note: This is a fibreglass body, therefore a special suppression kit is required. This consists of metal
covers to screen the plugs.
(1) Fit bond under the ignition coil bracket together with a t mfd. condenser, and connect lead to
'SW' terminal on coil.
(2) Fi.t a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo bracket.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to A.4 terminal. Earth
to coil with bond, and eart1h other end of bond to
forward plug screen wing nut.
(4) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to fuel pump. Earth
to pump body.
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DAIMLER MAJESTIC & MAJESTIC MAJOR
AERIAL
'fthe aerial is fitted on the dr.ive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker is mounted under the passenger's
side bulkhead shelf. Provision for rear speaker on
rear parcel shelf.
SUPPLY
Conneot the fuse lead to the A.4 terminal on fuse
block.
1

SUPPR~ION

It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting rbolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to coil bracket.
(3) Fit plug suppressors.

D.K.W. JUNIOR
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to ddve side scuttle top.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted in existing centre dash
position.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to spare live terminal at rear
of li~hting switch.
SUPPRESsION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at an points Wlhere
an earth connection is made.
{1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to ganged "switcih"
terminals of ignition coils. Earth under coil bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to main terminal of
the generator. Earth under generator ear.th screw.
(3) Ilf Short Wave Receiver. Fit a plug suppresso·r
to each lead.
DODGE SERIES 410 CAB 12 VOLT
AERJAL
The aerial is fitted to the drive side wing.
SP BAKERS
A front speaker is required, and is fitted to underside of loudspeaker aperture which is situa1ted centrally in the to·p facia roll.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to auxillary position on fuse
junction box, sHuated on left hand side scuttle panel.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the dynamo output
terminal. Earth to dynamo mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'B' terminal of
the voltage regulator. Earth under the regulator fixing
bolt.
FIAT 600
ABRIAL
The aerial is mounted in trhe drive side scuttle.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted under the passenger's side
daSih.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to distribution .box under dash.
Disconnect heavy red calble from terminal No. 30,
strip insulation behind nipple, and solder supply lead
to this point. Insulate joint.
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SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil mounting bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to generator charging
terminal. Earth to bracket bolt.
(3) Connect a suppressor in main H.T. lead,
5,000-ohms. As near distributor as possible.
(4) If Short Wave Receiver. Fit a plug suppressor
in each lead, as near to plug as pessible.

FIAT 1100 1956
AERIAL
The aerfal is fitted to drive side scuttle top.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted against bulkhead to near
side of heater unit.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to aocessory terminal on ignition
switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing screw.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to charging terminal
of generator. Earth under adjacent fixing screw.
(3) Fit a 5,0()()..ohm resistor in main H.T. lead.
(4) If Short Wave Receiver. It may be necessary
to fit a 12,500-ohm resistor in each plug lead.

FIAT 1300, 1500
AER:JAL
The aerial is mounted on the drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits on bulkhead on passenger's side,
as high up as possible.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to fuse box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to mounting bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting bracket.
(3) Fit suppressor resistors to main H.T. lead,
5,000-0hms, and 12,500-ohms to plugs.

FIAT 1800/2100 1961 NEGATIVE EARm
AERIAL
The aerial is mounted on the drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker is required, and fits in the grille
provided.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to fuse box and connect to spare
positive teiiffi,inal.

SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) F1it a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo ·output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to ignition coil 'SW
terminal. Barth to coil mounting 1braoket.
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FIAT 1800, 2100, 2300 1961 NEGATIVE CHASSIS
AERIAL
The aerial fits on drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits in grille in the dash top.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to fuse box, and connect to spare
positive terminal.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil mounting bracket.

FORD TAUNUS 17M. 1960
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to the drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The loudspeaker is mounted under the grille provided in the dash top.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to ignition switch accessory
terminal.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to mounting bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to generator output
terminal. Earth to earthing screw.
(3) If Short Wave Receiver. Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to temperature transmitter on forward engine
block. Earth to thermostat mounting bolt.
(4) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to B + terminal on
control box. Earth to mounting bracket.
FORD ANGLIA DE LUXE 1960
AER1IAL
The aerial is mounted on the passenger's side front
wing.
SPEAKERS
The loudspeaker is mounted under the centre of
the parcel tray.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to A.1 terminal on control
box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an eartih connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to mounting bracket.
(3) If Short Wave Receiver. Fit plug suppressors.
FORD PREFECT & ANGLIA DE LUXE &
SQUIRE 1958/9
AER,!AL
The aerial is mounted on the passenger's side
scuttle.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted behind the grille in the centre
fad a.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to control box to A.1 terminal.

SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1). Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
termmal.. Earth to dynamo mounting bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil bracket.
FORD ANGLIA 1960/61
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to passenger's side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted below front parcel tray.
SUPKY
Connect fuse lead to A.1 terminal on the control
box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
ignition coil. Earth to mounting bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Earth to mounting bracket.
FORD CONSUL CLASSIC 315 & CAPRI
AER IA:L
The aerial is mounted on the drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted under the grille provided
in the top of the facia.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to ignition switch terminal
No. 4 on LUCAS, to ACC on A. C. DELCO.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Earth under mounting bolt.
1

FORD CONSUL, CONSUL 375, ZEPHYR &
ZODIAC 1959/61
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker is required, fitting behind the
centre facia panel. Rear speaker provision.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to terminal on ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to mounting bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to mounting bracket.
FORD CORSAIR
AERIAL
A wing aerial fitted to drive side front wing is
required.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker is fitted to parcel shelf under radio
unit. Provision for rear speaker is made on parcel
shelf.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to blade on ignition switch
(whioh is linked to another blade occupied by a blue
lead).
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SUPPRESSION
It is vit1al to clean to bare met al at all points where
an earth conne·ction is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to large terminal on
dynamo. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
ignition coil. Barth to coil mounting bracket.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to instrument supply
regulator, whioh is plugged into back of the speedometer. Connect to blade marked 'B' and earth condenser under left hand fixing screw of instrument.
Ensure that condenser leads cannot be trapped by
movement of heater operating levers, and that levers
do not foul capacitor body.
1

FORD CORTINA LOTUS SALOON,
FORD CORTINA SALOON & ESTATE CAR
1962, 1963 & 1964,
STANDARD & DE LUXE CORTINA G.T.
AERIAL
A wing aerial fitted to the drive side front wing is
required.
SPEAKERS
SALOON ONLY : The speaker is fitted on the rear
parcel shelf where provision is made. ESTATE
ONLY : The speaker is fitted to the lelft hand side
rear luggage compartment trim board. Use the
speaker holes as a tempiate. Cut away within the
speaker fixing holes.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare blade on rear of
ignition Switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vit1al to clean to hare metal at all points where
an earth conne:ction is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal (thick lead). Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mf d. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
of the ignition coil. Barth to coil fixing bolt.
(3) N.B. These vehicles are fitted with SUPPRESSOR CABLES in the ignition H.T. circuit.
These cables must not be cut or plug suppressors
fitted, otherwise ignition failure will result.
(4) Connect a 1 mfd. condenser to the instrument
voltage stabiliser, whi,ch is mounted to the rear of
the speedometer. The connection must be made
ONLY to the 'B' terminal which is marked on the
paxolin panel, and has the white leads connected to
it. Earth to adjacent screw on facia strut.
1

FORD ZODIAC Mk. III 1962/3/4
AERIAL
A wing aerial fitted to drive side of front wing is
required.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker provision is found in the centre
facia roll top. A rear speaker provision is also
present.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare accessory terminal on
ignition siwitch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all pofots where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
ignition coil. Earth under adjacent screiw.
(2) Fit a 1 mf d. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth under mounting bolt.
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(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the red lead with
black tracer, on the electric clock. Earth to terminal
on clock.
(4) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'B' terminal on
the electric instrument supply regulator. Barth under
adjacent screw.
(5) N.B. This vehicle is fitted with suppressed
cables in the H.T. ignition circuit. Any attempt to cut
and fit plug suppressors, will result in failure of the
leads.

FORD ZEPHYR 4 Mk. Ill 1962-64
FORD ZEPHYR 6 Mk. Ill 1962-64
AERIAL
A wing aerial fitted to drive side front wing is
required.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker is required which is fitted to provision provided in centre facia roll top, above radio
aperture. Rear provision.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse le1ad to spare accessory terminal on
the ,ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
ignition coil. Earth under adjacent scrnw.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
teriminal. Earth under mounHng bracket bolt.
(3) · N.B. This vehicle is fitted with suppressed
cables in the H.T. ignition drcuit. Any attempt to
cut and fit plug suppressors, will result in failure of
the leads.
FORD THAMES 10/12 and 15 Cwt. VAN &
PICK UP
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to passenger side scuttle.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker is fitted in passenger's side facia,
using speaker as template for marking off. Cut area
within the limits of speaker fixing holes.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to A.1 terminal on Control box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Earth to mounting bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mM. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to mounting bracket.
FORD CUSTOMLliNE 1956, FORD FAIRLANE
AERJAL
The aerial is mounted on drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits under grille provided on dash top.
SUPPLY
. c;;'?nneict ~he fuse lead to accessory terminal on the
1gn1t1on s!'lvV1t-ch.

SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection fa made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing screw.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to generator charging
terminal. Earth to adjacent fixing screw.
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(3) Remove the battery connection to the small
instrument voltage regulator---situated above and behind instruments-and connect battery lead choke in
tJhis lead.
(4) Connect a short lead to each ·of the ends of
25 mfd. condenser, and connect + ve end of condenser together with lead just remo·ved, to batte·ry
lead terminal on instrument voltage regulator. Connect - ve lead of condenser to adjacent earth screw
on panel.

HEINKEL
AER:IA!L
A wing aerial is
'blister'.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is
position.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse
SJWitch.

CABIN CRUISER 1956
fitted to the drive side headlamp
fitted

HILLMAN SUPER MINX Il
AERIAL
The aerial is mounted on left hand .front wing.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker fits into the bracket provided in
grille, top centre facia roll. Rear speaker position is
provided.
SUPPLY
.Connect fuse lead to spare 14 amp 'LUCAR' type
blade on ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' te~minal on
ignition coil. Earth between the coil bracket, and the
engine ibracket, to which coil is secured.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.

in the existing speaker

lead to live tel'llllinal on lighting

SUPPR~ON

It is v-ital to clean to ;bare metal at all points where
an earth connection .is made.
(1) Cut the H.T. lead, and insert a 5,000-ohm
resistor in this lead as near the plug as possible.
(2) Fit a 1 ,mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
of the ignition coil. Earth to coil bracket.
(3) Connect a bond across engine mountings.

HD.LMAN IMP
ABRIAL
A wing aerial is fitted to drive side. This has a
"double skin" and an "ENOX" CUTTER is required
for this operation.
S~EAKBRS

The speaker is fitted to drive side rear quarter trim
panel.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare 14 amp 'LUCAR' type
blade on ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to 'bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Connect a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW terminal
on coil. Earth to coil fixing <bolt.
HILLMAN MINX DE LUXE SERIES m
AER1IAL
A wing aerial is fitted to the left 'hand side of front
wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted on extreme right hand side
of parcel shelf below steering wheel. Pmvision is
made for rear speaker.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to accessoFy terminal at rear of
ig-nition switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to hare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.

Hil.,LMAN MINX SERIES m
(A, B & C) SALOON & CONVERTIBLE
AERIAL
A wing aerial is fitted to left hand side of front
wing.
SP:EAKBRS
Provision is made for a front speaker assembly,
which is positioned between the steering column
surround, and side scuttle. Provision is made for a
rear speaker on parcel shelf. ·
SUPPLY
Connect fuse ·lead to terminal No. 4 of ignition
srwitch.
SUPPR~ION

It is vital to clean to bare metal at au points where
an earth connection is made.
N.B. No attempt should ·be made to suppress the
dynamos on 'EASIDRIVE' models as these are suppressed at the factory.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Barth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.

HILLMAN MINX SERIES V
HILLMAN HUSKY SERIES V
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to left hand side front wing.
SPBAKBRS
The speaker fits between steering column and side
scuttle. Provision is made for rear speaker on parcel
shelf.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare 'LUCAR' type biade
on ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
{1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a l mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fix·in.g bolt.
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NEW HUMBER HAWK & NEW HUMBER
SUPER SNIPE
1959 MODEL (SALOON, LIMOUSINE &
ESTATE CAiR)
AER.ilAL

The aerial is fitted to drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits into aperture above centre facia,
a speaker grille is provided. A rea.r speaker may be
fitted to rear parcel shelf, using speaker as template.
Cut a suitable size hole through metal tray within
the limits of speaker fixing holes.

SUPPLY

Connect fuse lead to No. 4 terminal of combined
ignition and starter S1Witoh.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal a.it all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a l mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Earth to mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to terminal 'SW' of
the ignition coil. Earth to coil mounting bracket.

HUMBER SCEPTRE
AERIAL
A wing aerial is fitted on the drive side of front
wing.
SPEAKERS
The front loudspeaker is fitted under the grille,
which is situated centrally on the top facia roll. The
rear speaker is mounted centrally under the rear
parcel shelf.

SUPPLY

Connect fuse lead to spare 'LUCAR.' type blade
on ignition switch.

SUPP~ION

It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) Irf an electric clock is fitted. Connect a 1 mfd.
condenser to live terminal of supply. Earth to clock
retaining bracket.

JAGUAR Mk.
HUMBER HAWK SERIES II & HUMBER
SUPER SNIPE SERIES Ill
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits into aperture above centre facia,
a speaker grille is provided. A rear speaker may be
fitted to rear parcel shelf, using speaker as template.
Cut a suitaible size hole through metal tray within
the limits of speaker fixing holes.

SUPPLY

Connect fuse lead to terminal No. 4, of combined
ignition and starter switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal art all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to d'Ynamo output
terminal. Earth to bolt securing dynamo.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Barth to coil mounting bracket.

HUMBER SUPER SNIPE IV
HUMBER HAWK m
AiER1AL
The aerial is fitted to drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits into aperture above centre facia,
a speaker grille is provided. A rear speaker may
be fitted to rear parcel shelf, using speaker as template. Cut a suitable size hole through metal tray,
within the limits of speaker fixing holes.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. c·ondenser to dynamo output
terminal. Earth to bolt securing the dynamo mounting bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condens~r to the. 'SW' terminal
of ignition coil. Earth to 0011 mountmg brao~et.
(3) Fit a l mfd. condenser to supply termmal of
the clock. Earth to clook retaining bracke~. En~ure
live lead of condenser is insulated from possible
short-circuit.
1

vn,

Mk.

vm,

Mk. IX

ABRfLAIL

The aerial is mounted on the drive side.
SPEAKERS

The speaker is fitted beneath the under scuttle
casing on the left hand side of the car.
SUPPILY

Connect fuse lead to negative terminal of ammeter.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the dynamo output
terminal. Earth to dynamo assemlbly bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth under coil fixing bolt.

JAGUAR MARK X SALOON
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted on the drive side win·g.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker fits into the provision provided
on the right hand side of radio unit. Rear loudspeaker provision, with leads all wired. They may
be identified by white clear plastic covering.

SUPPLY

Connect fuse lead to spare blade on ammeter.
SUPPRESSION
lit is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo mountin:g 1bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' tenninal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
(3) Fit a 0.25 mfd. conden·ser to oil gauge transmitter. Earth to suitalble sump bolt.

JAGUAR 2.4, 3.4 & 3.8 LITRE Mk. 2 SALOON
AER,IAL
•
The aerial is fitted to drive side front wmg.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted behind the bezel and grille
provided in the front finis.her panel.
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SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to brown lead terminated with
snap connector, situated below rear of centre newspaper tray. Locate wiring loom behind the ammeter,
and remove tape securing brown lead terminated with
'LUCAR' type connector. Connect lead .to 14 amp.
'LUCAR' type blade on ammeter.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mf.d. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mf d. condenser to supply on petrol
pump. Earth to pump fixing bolt.
(4) Fit a 0.25 mfd. condenser to oil gauge transmitter. Earth to suitable sump bolt.
(5) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the battery feed at
clock. Earth to the inner scuttle panel behind the
centre instrument panel.

JAGUAR 3.4S & 3.8S
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted on drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted to grille provided on left hand
side of radio unit facia.
SUPPLY
.
Connect fuse lead to feed side (brown lead) of fuse
panel, No. 7, located on bulklhead behind the centre
instrument panel.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth under coil fixing screw.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to each petrol pump
feed. Earth under pump fixing bolt.
(4) Fit 0.25 mfd. condenser to oil pressure indicator transmitter. Earth under suitable filter fixing bolt.

JAGUAR 'E' TYPE G.T. MODEL-FIXED
HEAD COUPE
AERIAL
A wing aerial is fitted to drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The speakers fit on either side of radio unit in the
provision provided.
SUP:PLY
Connect fuse lead to spare 14 amp 'LUCAR' type
blade on ammeter.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
( 1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to bolt securing the stay bracket for the
front wheel valance plate.
(3) Fit a 0.25 mfd. condenser to oil gauge transmitter. Earth under suitable sump bolt.
(4) Connect a 1 mfd. condenser to live feed of
clock. Earth to bottom bolt securing the steering
column bracket to bulkhead.

JAGUAR 'E' TYPE GRAND TOURING MODEL
FIXED HEAD & OPEN TWO-SEATER
AE&IAL
A wing aerial is fitted on the drive side scuttle
panel.
SPEAKERS
Two speakers fit on either side of radio unit, in
the provision provided, and must be connected so
that they operate in anti-phase.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare 14 amp. 'LUCAR' ty:pe
blade on ammeter.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Connect a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal of coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Earth to bolt securing the stay bracket for
front wheel valance plate.
(3) Fit a 0.25 mfd. condenser to oil gauge transmitter. Earth to suitable bolt on sump.

JENSEN
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted on the rear \Vin.g on driver's
side.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted on the rear parcel shelf.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to live terminal on control
box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth conne.ction is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
te·rminal. Earth to dynamo bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting bracket.
(3) Fit plug suppressors if not already fitted.
(4) Use POLYFOIL, which can be purchased
anywhere, affix with PLIOBOND, to corver half the
inside of bonnet over the plugs, di sitributor, etc.,
taking an earthing strip from the rear ead of the
POLYFOIL material to the nearest point on the
chassis.
(5) It may be necessary to bond the twin exhaust
pipes at the bend, to the chassis.
1

M.G.A. SPORTS & COUPE & TWIN-CAM
AERIAL
The aerial is mounted in the drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted behind the aperture provided in the centre of the facia.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to A.2 terminal on the control hox.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil bracket.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'A' terminal on the
control box. Earth to nearest point.
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M.G.B.
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits in front of gear lever, in provision
provided.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to brown lead from wiring
harness at the snap connector, which is provided behind the centre of the facia panel.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Connect a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal
of coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(2) Connect a 1 mf d. condenser to dynamo output
terminal (brown lead with yellow tracer). Earth to
dynamo mounting bolt.
(3) Connect a 1 mf d. condenser to petrol pump
(white lead). This unit may be located on the chassis,
near to the right hand wheel undernea~h the car.
Earth to pump mounting bracket.

AERIAL
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M.G. 1100

The aerial is mounted on drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
. The . front speaker is fitted below the grille proy1ded m the top centre of the facia panel. Provision
is made on rear parcel sheJJf for rear speaker.
SUPPLY
Conneot fuse lead to pur:ple lead of wiring harness
at the snap connector behind right hand end of facia
panel using four-way connector.
SUPPRESSION
It is v1taJ to clean to bare meital at all points where
an eartih connection is made.
(1)_ Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
termmal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to petrol pump. Earth
to pump mounting bracket.
(4) The distributor incorporates a built-in resistor
in the main H.T. lead.
MERCEDES BENZ 180, 180D, 190 SALOON,
219, 220A, 220S, 1957

M.G. MAGNETIE Mk. IV
AE.R!AL
The aerial may be fitted to drive side front wing,
or, rear mounting at right hand side boot surround.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker fits below the radio unit in the
housing provided. Provision made for rear speaker
mounting.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare male blade on A.1
terminal.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare meital at all points where
an earth connection is made. ,
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
lead. Earth to dynamo mounting bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser rto supply lead of the
eleotric clock. Barth to clock retaining bracket.

M.G. MIDGET
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted on tihe wind1screen scuttle on
the passenger's side o.f the car.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted to the vertical oulkhead,
centrally below the facia.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare male blade A.1 terminal
on regulator box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vitaJ to dean to bare metai at all points where
an earth connection is made.
( 1) Fiit a 1 mf d. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fi<t a 1 m.fd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) The distributor incorporates a built-in res,istor
in the main H.T. lead.

AERIAL

The aerial is mounted on drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted under radio unit, a,bove, and
behind blanking panel.
SUPPLY
Conneot the fuse lead to terminals marked 30 on
rear of lighting switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all poin!ts where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing screw.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to output te,rminal of
generator. Earth to adjacent fixing screws.
(3) Fit a bond between O/S bonnet stay - using
existing hole in stay bra,cket, and adjacent wing/
valance fixing screw.
(4) Insert resistor 5,000-ohm in main H.T. lead
as near distributor as possible.

MERCEDES BENZ 220S & S.E. 1960
AERIAL
A wing aerial is fitted to drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted under dash lining board vertical surface-albove tr:ansmission tunnel. A rear
speaker may be fitted to rear parcel shelf.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to fuse No. 3 on firewall
mounted fuse block adjacent to left hand kick panel.
SUPPRESSION
It is vita1l to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to adja,cent fixing screw.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to output terminal of
the generator. Earth to adjacent fixing screw.
(3) Remove centre bolt securing hinge adjacent to
aerial. Clean to bare metal the surf aces around bolt
hole. Replace bolt, attach bond, and replace nut and
washer. Drill a 0.137" diameter hole (No. 30 drill)
in top valance, and secure bonding to valance, using
No. 8 drive screw and washer.
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MERCEDES BENZ 300 & 300B 1955

AERML
The aerial is mounted on drive side wing.

SPEAKERS

The speaker fits below the centre dash. A rear
speaker may be fitted to rear parcel shelf.
SUPP!l,Y
Connect fuse lead to terminal No. 51 on regulator
box.
SUPPRESSION
No suppression is necessary.
MORRIS COOPER AND COOPER S.
MORRIS MINI-MINOR SALOON & TRAVEUER

.AEi&IAL
'the aerial is mounted on the passenger's side front
wing.

SPEAKERS

A front speaker mounts behind the grille that is
provided in the cen.tre facia with the radio unit immediately below in the aperture provided. Provision for
rear speaker mounting.

SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to &pare male blade on A.1
terminal.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points wthere
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminaL Barth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to supply terminal of
clock. Earth to clock retaining bracket.
(4) If necessary, fit plug suppressors.

SPEAiKEJRS

Saloon : The speaker is fitted to the rear parcel
sheLf where provision is provided. Traveller : The
speaker is mounted in the left hand trim finisher
panel, albove front parcel tray.

SUPPLY

Connect fuse lead to spare male blade on the regulator box.
SUPP~ON

It is vitaJ to clean to bare meJtal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
.( 1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser .to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mf d. condenser to supply lead on
petrol pump. Earth to pump mounting bracket.
(4) Fit earthing lead to small cheese head screw
on terminal end plate (motor body) of tho windscreen
wiper motor. Earth other end of lead to hole provided in gusset plate foiiward of wiper motor.
(5) The distributor incorporates a built-in resistor
in •the main H.T. lead.

MORRIS MINOR 1,000 SALOON
TOURER & TRAVELLER
AE&IAL
llhe aerial is mounted in the wing drive side.
SPEAKERS
Tihe speaker is fitted on parcel tray against scuttle
trim panel, on passenger's side of car.

MORRIS 1100
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted on the drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The front S1oeaker is fitted below the S?rille nrovided in the t<>p centre of the tacia :Panel.--:A rear
speaker may be fitted below apertures provided in
tJhe centre of the rear parcel sihelf.

SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to purple lead of wiring harness,
at the snap connector behind right hand end of facia
panel, using four-way connector.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points wthere
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixin.g boM.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 rnfd. condenser to petrol pump. Earth
to pump mounting bracket.
(4) The distributor incorporates a built-in ll."esistor
in the main H.T. lead.

SUPPLY

Connect fuse lead .to A.1 terminal on oonitrol box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) Ht a 1 mfd. condenser to peJtrol pump. Earth
to pump mounting bracket.
(4) The distributor incorporates a built-in resistor
in the main H.T. lead.

MORRIS OXFORD SERIES V & VI
SALOON & TRAVELLER
AERIAL
The aerial may be fitted to ei,ther side front wing.
Or to the rear, right hand side boot surround.

PEUGEOT 403 1958
AERIAL
The aerial is mounted on the drive side wing.

SPEAKERS

The speaker fits aibove the radio unit behind the
griUe pro:vided in centre of dash.

SUPPLY

Connect fuse lead to accessory terminal control on
three-terminal block behind '1as·h.
SUPPRESSION
It is vi1tal to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mlfd. condenser ,to charging tenninal of
generaitor. Earth under adjacent fixing screw.
(2) FiJt a 1 mfd. oondenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth under coil fixing screw.
(3) Insert a 5,000-ohm resistor in main H.T. lead
as near distributor as possible.
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PEUGEOT 404
AERIAL
The aerial is mounted on the drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted under the centre rear parcel
shelf.
SUP:PLY
Connect the fuse lead to terminal block on kick
panel, and connect to post with No. 13 leads.
SUPPRESSION
It is vi,tal to clean to bare metal at all points wthere
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser ,to 'BAT' terminal on
coil. Earth under coil bracket screw.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to generator output
terminal. Earth under coil bracket screw.
(3) Connect a resiSitor 5,000-ohm in H.T. lead as
near distributor as possible.
(4) Lf Short Wave Receiver. Fit plug suppressors
as near plug as possible.
PORSCHE 1,500, 1,600 1956

AERIAL
The aerial is mounted on drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The g,peaker i:s fitted behind the kick panel trim on
near side. Use speaker as tempLa.te.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to distribution block on
bulkhead under near side of dash.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
ooil. Earth ,to coil fixing screw.
(2) flt a 1 mid. condenser to charging terminal
of generator. Earth to adjacent screw.
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RENAULT DAUPHINE
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted under dash below radio
unit position, and to the righit Qn firewall.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to accessory terminal at rear
of ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
1t is viital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 5,000-ohim resistor in main H.T. lead.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to generator charging
terminal. Earth under adjacent fixing screw.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Eartih under coil fixin:g screw.
(4) Lf Short Wave Receiver. Remove existing plug
adaptors, and oonnect plug suppressors to each lead.
RILEY 1.5
AERJLAL
The aerial may be fitted to either side of front wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits behind dash facia where provision
is pr,ovided.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to A.2 terminal on the regulator
box.
SUPPRESSi:ON
Lt i:s vital to clean to bare metal at all points Wlhere
an ear~h connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo outplllt lead.
Earth to dynamo mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' t«minal of
coil. EaTth to coil molllllting bolt.
(3) The distributor incorporates a built-in resistor
in the main H.T. lead.

PORSCHE COUPE, HARD TOP & CABRIOLET

AER1LAL

The aerial is mounted on the drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted in ·the recess provided in
the near side kick panel.
SUPPLY
Connect t'.he fuse lead to terminal No. 2 on distrbbution block under da®.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal a.it all poin,ts where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil mounting bracket.
(2) Fit a 1 mf d. condenser to charging terminal
of the generator. Earth to adjacent screw.
RENAULT 750cc. 1956
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted on the drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted over an aperture cut in
the 1bulikhead on drive side.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to live terminal at rear of
lighting switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal ait all points where
an ea'rth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to ooil fixing screw.
.
.
(2) FH a 1 rnf d. condenser to ~argmg terminal
of generator. Barth to generator fixing screw.

RILEY 4/Sixty-Eight
AERIAL

The aerial is fitted on right hand side bO'ot surround, rear. Provision is made for fitting.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker is fitted in the housing provided
on the centre of the front parcel tray. Provision is
made for rear S1peaker.
SUP~Y

Connect fuse lead to spare male blade on A.1
terminal.
SUPPR.ES.SION
Lt is vital to clean to bare metal at aU points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output lead.
Eal'ltih to dynamo fixing bolit.
(2) Fi:t a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Barth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) The distri:butor incorporates a built-in resistor
in ithe main H.T. lead.
( 4) Lf Short Wave Radio. Fit plug suwressors.
RILEY 4/Seventy-Two
AER!:AL
The aerial may be fitted to drive side front wing,
or rear mounting at right hand side boot surround.
SPEAKERS
A front speaker fits below the radio unit in the
hGusing provided. Provision made for rear speaker
mounting.
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SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare male blade on A.1
tenminal.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an ear,th connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' teBminal of
coil. Eart,h to coil mounting boLt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to output teliminal of
dynamo. Ear,~h to dynamo mounting bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. oondenser to supply lead of the
electric clock. Earth to clock retaining bracket.

SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mf d. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to supply connection
of main petrol pump. Earth to fixing bolt of petrol
pump support bracket.
ROVER 3 LITRE
SALOON & COUPE 1963

RILEY ELF Mk. I & Mk. II
AERIAL
The aerial is mounted in the passenger's side, front
wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted to rear parcel shelf in the
provision provided.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to A.1 terminal on the regulator
box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth conne,ction is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output lead.
Earth to dynamo mounting bolt.
(3) Fit an eartih lead from earth screw of wiper
motor body, and ear,th other end to gusset plate
immediately forward of wiper motor, where a hole
is provided.
(4) The distributor incorporates a built-in resistor
in the main H.T. lead.
ROVER 80, 100, 1960
AER IAL
A roof aerial is fitted to the header panel.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker fits to the face plate assembly,
w:hich also forms part orf the radio unit housing. Provision for rear speaker fitting.
SUPPLY
Conneiot the fuse lead to fuse box assembly near
terminal strip.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to t~e dynamo output
terminal. Earth to dynamo mountmg bolt.
(2) fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal of
the coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'A.l' on fuse box.
Earth under P.K. screw securing the terminal block
to bulkhead.
1

ROVER 95 & 110
AERIAL
A roof aerial is fitted to ,the header panel.
SP BAKERS
The front speaker fits to the .face plate a:s,sembly,
which also forms part of the rad10 umt housmg. Provision for rear speaker fitting.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare 14 amp. 'LUCAR' type
blade on ignition switch.

AERLAL
A roorf aerial is fi.tted to the header panel.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker fits to the radio unit housing,
after removal of glove box, rear speaker.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to the spare .14 amp.
'LUCAR' type connection on ithe ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
It i's vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the output terminal
of tihe dynamo. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
the coil. Earth to coil mounting ibolt.
(3) flt a 1 mfd. condenser to suppiy connection
of main tank petrol pump. Earth to fixing bolt of
petrol pumps' support bracket.
(4) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 14 amp.
'LUCAR' type blade on oil pressure gauge. Earth
under the top right hand adjacent bolt.

ROVER 2,000 SALOON
AERIAL
A roof aerial is fitted to the header panel.
SPEAKEIR.S

The front speaker fits below the radio unit where
provision is made.
SUPPLY
.
Connect the fuse lead to the accessory termmal of
the ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the output terminal
of the dynamo. Earth to dynamo moun!ing b?lt.
(2) Fit a 1 mf d. condenser to the 'SW termmal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting bolt.

LA.ND ROVER
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to drive side windscreen support
bracket, with special holder required.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker fits to the front parcel shelf.
SUPPLY
Conneot the fuse lead to terminal 'B', or A.1 on
regulator box.
C'T TilDDTIC't.'Tt"'\11..T

J·ur r

1'.~1.J.L'U'.l,

•

It is vital to clean to bare metal at all pomts where

an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser t~ the dynamo output
terminal Earth to dynamo fixmg ibolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing holt. .
.
.
(3) Fit a bond across the dnve side bonnet hinge.
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SAAB
ABR:JAL
The aerial is fitted to drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted in centre of rear parcel
shelf.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to live :terminal on fuse block.
SUPPR.ES&ON
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 m.fd. condenser :to oharging tenninal
of generator. Eartih to fixing bolt.
(2) fit a l mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil bracket.
(3) Wheel sta.tic removers must be fitted to the
rear hUJbs. Remove rear huib caps, and insert the
static removers in the hulb caps. Bend the legs to
ensure firm contact between the end of the stub axle,
and the bulb cap.
(4) Fit H.T. suppressor in main lead as near to
tlhe distri:butor cap as possiible (5,000-ohm.).

SIMCA ARONDE, ELYSEE, ETOILE,
MONTLHERY, GRAND LARGE, MONACO &
CHATELAINE 1959/60
AER1IAL
The aerial is fitted to drive side of wing front.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted in passenger's side kiok panel
trim board. Use speaker as a template for the fixing
holes.
SUAPLY
Connect the fuse lead to terminal IV on rear of
the ignition switch if BRITISH. If FRENCH : Locate
red lead on terminal panel (rear of fuse box) on left
hand side of firewall in saloon. (1) Remove cable
fr.om block and cut ca1ble 2" from end. (2) Bare both
ends for f", and solder to eaoh, nipple. (3) Pass
power supply lead to the above location, and using
adaptor, iillter-connect the three nipples.
SUPPR~ION

It is vital to clean to hare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Ear.th to coil fixing screw.
(2) fosert a 5,000-ohms resistor in main H.T. lead,
as near distributor as possiible.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to generator output
terminal. Earth under adjacent screw.
(4) If Shor.t Wave, connect a plug suppressor in
each plug lead. Note : The above models are built
in both Britain and France. AU Frenoh built models
have NEGATIVE ground electrical systems. British
built models from type A chassis No. 1104821KSO
have positive ground electrical systems.

SINGER GAZELLE SERIFS ID
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to the left hand front wing.
SPEAKERS
The fr.ont speaker fits in the area .of ·the parcel
shelf between steering column and side scuttle.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to No. 4 terminal of ignition and
combined starter switch.
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SUP.PRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output lead.
Earth .to dynamo fixing holt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
(3) Irf clock fitted, connect a 1 mfd. condenser to
lead of clock. Earth to clock retaining bracket.
{4) 'EASIDRIVE' fitted cars have generator suppression fitted at factory, and the generator should
not be interfered with.

SINGER GAZELLE SERIES V
AEIHAL
The aerial is fitted to the left hand wing.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker fits in the area of parcel tray
between steering column and side scuttle. There is
provision for rear speaker mountin:g.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare 'LUCAR' type blade
on ignition switch.
SUP!PRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output
terminal. Ear.th to dynamo fixing bo1t.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' temtlnal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
SINGER VOGUE
AER11AL
The aerial fits to the left hand side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker fits below grille provided on top
facia roll.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to No. 4 terminal on ignition
switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to ·Coil fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo mounting boLt.
(3) 'BASIDR:IVE' fitted cars have generators suppressed at factory. Therefore the generator sibould not
be interfered with.

SINGER VOGUE II
AERIAL
A wing aerial fits to the left hand side front wing.
SiPEAKBRS
The front speaker fits below the griHe provided in
the top facia roll.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare 14 amp. 'LUCAR' type
blade on ignition switoh.
SUPPRESSION
.
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth conneotion is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condene:r to dynamo output terminal. Earitih to dynamo fixing ibolt.
.
(2) Fit a 1 mf d. con4enser to 'SW' ter!111nal . of
coil. Earth between the coil bracket, and engine fixing
, ,
· I
bracket.
(3) Fit a t mfd. condenser to the B te11mma .on
the voltage regulator. Earth under regulator fixmg
bolt.
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STANDARD ATLAS VAN & PICK UP
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted on drive side wing.
SPBAKERS
The front speaker fits on the parcel tray.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to light switch, and use the
(brown/iblue wire) terminal.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an eartlh connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output lead.
Earth to fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
(3) I[ Short Wave Receiver. Fit plug suppressors.
(4) Do not fit plug suppressors where resistive
ignition cables are used.
STANDARD EIGHT & TEN
AERIAL
The aerial is mounted on the front drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is mounted with the radio control unit
as an assembly on the front parcel shelf.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to tihe A.1 terminal on control
box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at aH points wlhere
an earth conne,ction is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the dynamo output
lead. Earth to dynamo fixing hol1t.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. oondenser to the 'SW' terminal
of coil. Earth to coil fixing 'bolt.

STANDARD VANGUARD Mk. III
AER1IAL
The aerial is mounted on the right hand side front
wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits behind the aperture left after removal of bhe glove box, centre of dash. The radio
unit also fits into this space.
SUPPLY
Conne1ct fuse lead to A.1 terminal on the regulator
box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth conneotion is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the dynamo output
terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
of the coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to A.1 terminal on control box. Earth to bulkhead.
SUNBEAM ALPINE SERIES II
AERIAL
The aerial fits to the left hand wing.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker fits into a special housing with
the ra:dio un1t under tihe instrument panel centre.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare aocessorv terminal of
ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal art all points where
an earth conneotion is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
of coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to adjacent fixing s,crew.
J

.

-

STANDARD ENSIGN
AER1JAL
The aerial fits on the drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits on the front parcel shelf.
SUPPILY
Conned the fuse lead to the A.1 terminal on regulator !box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points wihere
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output lead.
Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil fixing ibolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to A.1 terminal. Earth
to bulkhead.

SUNBEAM ALPINE SERIES III
AERIAL
The aeria1l is fitted to scuttle panel on left hand
side.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker fits to a special housing which
also oontains the radio unit, under instrument paned.
SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead to spare blade on igni,tion switch.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mf:d. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Barth to adjacenit boLt near dynamo.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.

STANDARD PENNANT
AERIAL
The aerial is mournted on the drive side wing.
SPEAKiERS
The front speaker is mounted on the control or
radio unit, behind the grille provided in the centre
facia.
SUPPLY
Connect tihe fuse lead to the A.1 terminal on re·guiator lbox.
SUPPRESSION
I:t is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the dynamo out.put
lead. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
of coil. Earth to mounting brncket.

SUNBEAM RAPIER SERIES III
AERIAL
The aerial is mounted on the lef.t hand side wing.
SPEAKEIRS
The front speaker fits to parcel sheilif between steering column and side sicuttle panel. Provision for rear
speaker mounting.
SUPPLY
Connec.t fuse lead to No. 4 terminal of combined
ignition and starter switoh.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all poinits wihere
an earth conne,ction is made.
(1) Fiit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output .terminal. Ea,rth to dynramo mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing holt.
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AERJIAL

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 4

The aerial is fitted on drive side front winig.
SPEAKERS
The speaker is fitted to parcel tray front, on the
left hand side.
SUPPLY
Conneot fuse lead to spare accessory terminal on
ignition swiitoh.
SUPPRESSION
It is vi,tal to cle an to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) fit a 1 mfd. condens·er tio .the dynamo output
lead. Earth to dynamo fixing 1bolt.
(2) fit a 1 mfd. oondenser to the 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
1

•
t

TRIUMPH SPORTS 1959
AERIAL
The aerial fits on drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits with the radio unit housing on the
gear hox housing.
SUP~Y

Connect the fuse lead t,o the A.1 terminal on oontrol hox.
SUPPRESSION
H is vital to clean to bare metal at aill points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fiit a 1 mfd. oondenser to the dynamo output
lead. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
of coil. Earth tio coil fixing bracket.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser a,cross the windscreen
wiper motor terminals.

SUPPRESSION
It .is vi.ital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condense·r to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
of ooil. Earth to coil fiX!ing bolt.
1

VANDEN PLAS PRINCESS 3 LITRE 1960

AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker is fitted to the pareel tray near
the steering column. Provision is made for rear loudspeaker fitting on rear parce'.l shelf.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to brown lead with blue
tracer ail: the snarp connector which is provided behind the centre of rfacia panel.
SUPPRESSION
It is vi;tal to clean to bare me'tlal at au points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Ht a 1 mfd. condense·r to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolt.
(2) Fit ·a 1 mfd. condenser t!o the dynamo output
lead. Earth to dynamo mounting bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the supipiy terminai
of the petro1 pump. Barth to pump mounting bracket.

1

1

TRIUMPH VITESSE & HERALD
SALOON, CONVERTIBLE, ESTATE CAR &
COUPE
AERIAL
A rear aerial may be mounted on the right hand
side above the luggage compartment lid on the
Saloon and Coupe, but on the right side tail fin on
the Estate oar.
SPEAKERS
The front sp~aker fits centrally under the dash with
the receiver unit housing above.
SUP,PLY
Connect the fuse lead to tihe A.1 terminal on oontrol rbox.
SUPPRESSION
It is vit1al to clean to bare metal at aH points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the dynamo output
lead. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
of coil. Earth to ooil mounting holt.

AERIAL
The aerial is
SPEAKERS
The speaker
box which is
fixi~g on rear

TRIUMPH 2,000
.
d "d .
best flitted to rear nght han SI e wmg.
fits with radio unit in the front glove
removed. Provision for rear speaker
parcel shelf extreme right o.r left of

sh~Lf.

SUPPLY
Connect fuse lead t·o spare blade on the ignition
switch.

NEW VAUXHALL VICTOR STANDARD,
SUPER, DE LUXE, VX4/90 & ESTATE CAR
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to the drive side wing.
SPEAKERS
SALOON : Provision is made for the spea,ker to
be fitted on the rear parcel shelf. ESTATE: The
soeaker fits to the rear quarter trim panel board.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to fuse box to terminal on
saloon side of 'bulkhead.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at alil points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the dynamo output
terminal. Barth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earrth to coil fixing lbolt.

VAUXHALL CRESTA & VELOX 1963
ABRIAL
The aerial fits to drive side fr-ont wing.
SPEAKERS
Provision is made for speaker to be fitted at rear
parcel shelf.
SUPPLY
.
Connect the fuse lead to spare terminal of ~se
block (No. 1 terminal) a.t top of bulkhead on drive
side.
SUPPRESSION
.
lt is v.ital to clean to bare metal at all pomts w:here
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 miid. condem;~r to dynamo output terminal. Ea.rth to dynamo fixmg bolit.
.
(2) Fit a 1 mf:d. condenser to 'SW termmal of
coiil. Earth to ooH fixin·g bolt.
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V AUXHALL CRESTA & VELOX
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to drive side front wing
SPEAKERS
.
. Tihe ~aker is fitted to rear parce'l shelf wlhere prov1s1on IS made.
SUPPLY
<;-onnect the fuse lead to snap connector (green/
white lead) at rear of .ignition switch.
SUPPRESSION
n is vital to clean to hare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1~ Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the dynamo output
termmal.. Earth to dynamo fixing ibo1t.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
of coil. Earth to coil fixing bolrt.
VAUXHALL VIVA STANDARD & DE LUXE
'SALOON
AERIAL
The aeriall is mounted on the drive side front wing
SPEAKERS
•
T:he speaker fits to a location provided in the rear
parcel shelf.
SUP:ALY
Connect the fuse lead to No. 1 (forward connection) situated under right hand faoia.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at aiH points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the dynamo output
lead. Eatith to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW' terminal
of the ooil. Earth to coil mounting bracket.
(3) N.B. : This vehicle is nolimally fitted with
suppressed ignition cables. In such cases, do not fit
supp.re~or plugs.
1

SUPBLY
Connect the fuse lead to Hve side of fuse rnM"ked
'Radio' in fuse block under dash.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to hare metal at all poiDts where
an earrth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to charging terminal
of generator. Earth under adjacent fixing screw.
(2) Fit a 1 mf.d. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Barth under coH fixing screw.
(3) Fit a 5,000..,ohm resistor in main H.T. lead as
near distribUJtor as possible.

VOLVO 1228 1960
AER!IAJL
The aerial fits on the drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
'
The speaker fits behind the grille provided in the
dash, above near side parcel shelf. A rear speaker
may be fitted rto rear parcel shelf.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to ignition switch tcnninal
carrying thin RED lead.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at aH points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to generator main terminal. Earth under generator earthing screw.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil bracket.
(3) Remove distributor cover, pull off rotor arm,
and replace by special suppressed rotor arm provided
in instaMati,on kit. PS. The Authm did not find this
last step necessary, as the rotor arm was not then
available, burt no interference resu1,ted.
1

1

VOLKSWAGEN SALOON 1958-60
STANDARD AND DE LUXE
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted on the drive siide siouttle and an
angle type aerial is required with 90° movement.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits behind dash in the ,grille provided.
SUPBLY
Connect fuse to Hve side of "Radio' fuse in fuse
block behind dash.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital ito clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth oonnection i.s made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of coil.
Earth to coil fixing s·crew.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to generator output
terminal. Earth to adjacent fixing screw.
(3) If Short Wave Radio. Connect a 5,000-ohm
resistor in the main H.T. lead as near distributor as
possible.
(4) If necessary, fit plug suppressors to each plug
lead.
1

VOLKSWAGEN KARMANN-GHIA 1958
AERIAL
Tihe aedal fits on drive side front wing.
SPEAKERS
The speaker fits under the grille provided in t op
facia riolt
1

WOLSELEY 1,500
AER IAL
The aerial is mounted on the drive side fronrt wing.
SPEAKEJRS
T,he speak.er is fitted behind the grille provided in
the centre of dash above radio unit position.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to A.2 on control box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to hare metal at a:ll points where
an earth conneotfon is made.
(1) Fiit a 1 mfd. condenser to the dynamo output
terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil fixing bolrt.
(3) The distributor incorporates a built-in resisto1
in the H.T. lead.
(4) If Short Wave Receiver. Fit plug suppressors
to plug leads.
1

1

WOl.SELEY 16/60
AERIAL
T.he aerial is fitt..ed to driive side front win·g.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker fits inrto provision provided below radio unit facia. Provision for rear speaker on
rear parcel shelf.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to A.1 terminal on control
box.
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SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo mounting bolt.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal of
coil. Earth to coil mounting ·bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to supply terminal of
electric clock. Barth to clock retaining bracket.
WOLSELEY 6/99, 110
AERIAL
The aerial is fitted to passenger's side front win•g.
SPEAKERS
The front speaker fits into aperture provided in the
centre of the facia ro:ll-top. Provision is made for
rear speaker mounting on rear parcel shelf.
SUPPLY
Connect the fuse lead to terminal on rear of cigar
lighter.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean ito bare metal at all points where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the 'SW terminal
of coil. Earth to coil mounting braoket.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo fixing bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to the supply terminal
of one of the two petrol pumps. Barth to pump
bracket.
1
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WOl.SELEY HORNET Mk. I & Mk. Il.
AERLAiL
The aerial is mounted on the passenger's side fronit
wing.
SPEAKERS
T.he speaker is fitted to the rear parcel shelf from
within the boot, where provision is provided.

SUPPLY
Oonneot the fuse lead to spare male blade on back
of ignition switch. If heater prevents this, then connect fuse lead to A.1 terminal on regulator box.
SUPPRESSION
It is vital to clean to bare metal ait all poin,ts where
an earth connection is made.
(1) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to 'SW' terminal on
coil. Earth to coil mounting boH.
(2) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to dynamo output terminal. Earth to dynamo mounting bolt.
(3) Fit a 1 mfd. condenser to w:hiite lead (supply
lead) on petrol pump. Earth to pump mounting
bracket.
(4) Connect a sthort lead from cheese head screw
on the terminal of wiper motor. Earth other end to
gusset plate immediately forward of wiper motor
where a hole is provided.
1

N~B. : Resistive type H.T. ·leads are fitted to the
aibove vehicles. Therefore, plug suppressors must not
be .fitted, otherwise arching may itaike .place inside the
caJblc.

ELIMINATING ROLLING STATIC OF WllEE'LS AND BRAKE DRUMS

v
'

t
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CAUTION
We strongly urge the close collaboration of a
skilled motor mechanic in the dismantling and reassembly of wheels and brake drums.

1. Remove wheels and drums at front and/or rear
of vehicle as necessariy.

2. OarefuUy deoide mounting position of brush
assembly. In many cases a suitable location wi:H
be found on either side of back-plate bottom
centre, as in illustration. (Never fit at bottom
centre). Ensure adequate cleariance when wheel is
at full lock and under a.U conditions of suspension.

co
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Modeiling;::-7'
Clay
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Fit
Packing Washars
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Position
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/
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NOTE
In certain cases, there may be residual. interference which oan be treated by means of a bond
connected betiween ba,ck-plate and chassis. One
end of the bond may be attached to brush
assembly and the other end to tihe neares,t convenient point to chassis. Ensure that both ends
of attachment are cleaned to bare metal. Bond
material should he woven ooppe:r braid, t" to l"
wide.
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5. Clean area a.mund hole and blow out aH swarf,
etc. To prnvent rust, apply smear of petroleum
jeHy around rfront and rear faces of bole.
6. Fit assembly as shown in Fig. D.

Re·ctangular
packing washers, as supplied, should be fitted to
allow 1/32" (approx.) clearance between front
face of brush hoJ,der and brake drum. See a.lso
NOTE o·ver.Ieaf.

3. Press modeUing cliay into back-plate recess at

7. Smooth-off ithe face of drum ftange, employing

mounting position and temporarily replace brake
drum to make impression in modeHing clay. See
Fig. A and B.

fine-cut file large enough to file flat across diameter
of flange. Finish with fine emer1y cloth wrapped
around file.
I.f this is not done, brush
wear will be excessive.

-h" hole in ba:ck-plate.
Hoile should register with centre of brake drum
flange. See Fig. C.

4. Remove drum and drill

8. Thoroughly clean brake drum and replace.

LOUDSPEAKER INSTALLATIONS FOR CARS
For the guidance of those not familiar with
speaker installation in motor vehicles, some useful
points will be given, since if a mistake is made, it
might prove costly to remedy.
It will \have been noted that some cars are provided with tihe choice of having two speakers. One is
fitted in the front, near the radio unit, wh~Jst the
other is fitted to the rear parcel shelf, where the larger
dimensions give an excellent rear speaker baffle.
Now w:here it is stated that provision for a rear
speaker exists in a particular car this means that, (a)
the metal shelf have been cut for a certain size
speaker, (b) that holes are provided for the speaker
fixing, and (c) holes are also for the fitting of the
loudspeaker rbezeil.
The bezel may feed through the parcel sheilf,
through the speaker fixing holes in the meta.I shelf,
and then through the speaker holes, w:here it is held
in posiition by B.A. nuts.
On tihe other hand, the speaker may be fitted to
the holes provided in the parcel shelf (metal tray),
and fixed to them bo/ P.K. screws etc., w:hHst the
speaker bezel, fits around the speaker in holes provided in the metal tray for this purpoise.
It is to be noted then, that tbe speaker is he1ld in
its posit~on, by the bezel, or by other means such
as 1stiated.
Within the car, on the rear parcel shelf, there will
not be any signs of speaker provision given. This is
be1cause the owner may not wi.sh to fit an additiona.l
speaker.
Some cars have pwvision for certain type of
speakers, and care must be given to this point, sfoce
this wiH make the fitting oif the second speaker much
more quicker, and neat, so tiaking advantage of the
facilities movided.
Should· there not be any such provision for a
second speaker on the rear parcel shelf, one may stiH
be fitted.
Taking care that the parce,I shelf is not "DOUBLE
SKIIN", a suitable speaker may be offered to the
under side of the sheilif to note if it is possible for the
speaker to be fitted.

It will be seen if there is, (a) space enough, ~b) if
the speaker is not too large for the space availaJble,
and (c) to note that if a speaker is fitted in a certain
position, it will not be damaged by luggage, or tools
etc.
Returning to within the oar again, on tihe rear
parce1l shelf, it will be apparent that a start must be
made in some way.
A hole must be cut in the leather cover of the
shelif, and it is at this sta,ge, that e~treme care must
be taken.
'the hole must NEVER be larger then the bezel
which must cover it, for neatness, and for protection
of the speaker cone.
To give some idea of the work involved, three
drawings are given, wMch will illustrate t:he principles
required.
Figure (a) shows an elliptical speaker, with a
rectangul1ar beze-1 ABCD. WhHst .tJhe speaker aperture ma:y be cut to the size of the speaker cone in
the metal shelf, the top of the shelf which may be
hardboard covered with leather, is cut just a little
smaller than the bezel, to allow for shrinka1ge.
The dotted lines indicate where the hole should
appear, and it wiH be seen that this is well covered
by the bezel after it has been fitted. Therefore as a
first step, before cutting any of the top pared shelf,
to note where tihe bezel fixing hofos are.
It does not matter if they assist in the speaker
fixing or not, locate the holes, and with a fine screwdriver or sharp needle, push from under the metal
shelif (within the boot) so that holes appear througih
the leather which covers the shelf on top.
This then, is the Hmit, which may be cut from the
top of the shelf, and as preiv:iously stated, to cut the
square or rectangfo a t of an inch within the bezel
fixing holes, also through the hardlboard underneath.
This first step is of course obv.ious, since only the
bezel will be seen on top of the parcel shelf, it is
clear that we cannot have any unsi1ghtly gaps around
it showing.
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figure (b) shows a round speaker, with a square
bezel, ABCD. Again cut to the size of the square
bezel, or a t inch just inside the bezel fixing holes.
Figure (c) shows a round speaker with a rectangular bezel ABCD. It wihl once again be seen that the
first step to avoid any mistakes, will be to locate the
beze~ fixing holes-or where ·they are going to be in
the event of no provision rbeing made - and thus
carry on from there. Of course, do not fit the speaker
until the desired size hole has been out, or it may
become damaged.

Our next step is to wire up 1lhe front and rear
speakel'IS, so that we maiy have the following system
of operations.
We can h:ave (a) either the .fron.t speaker only, or
(b) the rear speaker onJy, or (c) we can share the
signal between the two speakers. A circuit diagram is
given, the value of the speaker control is 25 to 50
ohms.
Speaker
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AERIAL INSTALLATIONS FOR CARS
The method of mounting aerfa1s depends upon the
type of car that is being fitted with radio, etc.
On metal cars, i.e., the wings are of metal, we use
the Q-max chassis cutters. The usual size required
are t inoh for most wing type aerial, and i inch for
roof aerials, and for those mounted on the side
scuttle, i.e., 90° angled aerials.
Now on those earn of fibreglass construction, we
do not use the above cutters, since the wing, etc.,
would split with serious results as to cost of replacement.
In such cases, we can use a drill, then a riound file,
whioh quickly aUows the hole to be made to the
desired size.
Or, we can use the ENOX cutter, a saw type cutter
which is fitted in a hand drill, the size use for wings
is 6/8ths inch.
It will be recalled on the instruction for the
HILLMAN IMP, this cutter was specified, never use
this cutter in an electric drill, as the heat generated
would burn up the paint work of the win•g, again resulting in costly respmying.
Care must be taken at atll times when working on
cars, and it must be understood, that maniy cars have

provision for specific type radio installations, which
means the radio, speakers, etc., are supplied from the
radio factory, the correct size for the particular
vehicle concerned. The fixing holes will match with
the br:ackets provided in the car, and never fit a radio
without first disconnecting the battery.
In this respect, after the radio has been fitted, close
all doors so the interior light does not function, switch
off the radio.
~hen hold tihe disconnected battery lead in one
hand, and just touch the battery live terminal, if a
spark results, you have a short circuit which must
be cleared before re-connecting.
If no spark appears, connect lead, do not screw
lead to battery post at this stage, and get into car
and, (1) Switch on the irgnition, to see if this works,
if not, you may have a short at this point, or the
lead may have pulled off from the switch. Do not
take any risks, get out and take the battery lead off
again, and check if there is a short, etc.
Suppression, no hard and fast rules can be given
regarding suppression, in one instance the removal of
the condensers from the dynamo of a car resulted in
perfect interference free reception.

